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Hi Amanda!               June 2012 

 
‘Hope your summer is off to a good start! What are you going to be up to in the next few 
weeks? Will you still be in town for a while? 

 
I'm asking because, for my internship, I've been putting together a trial-run of my 
Organizational Studies honors thesis and I need people to participate! 

 
It's going to be a series of six interactive workshops that are all about helping students get 
to know their real interests and career-related skills, as well as learn about job-search 
methods and interview skills. The seminars start next week, July 5th and go until July 
23rd. They're on Mondays and Thursdays from 5:00pm to 6:00pm in 2062 Palmer 
Commons. 

 
If you're going to be in town, would you be willing to come? I think it'll be really 
interesting and helpful as we start to figure out where we want to go next with our lives! 
Even if you're still set on going to NYC for acting, I think this stuff could still be really 
useful to know. 

 
It would mean a lot if you would help me out :) If you think of any other friends who are 
around for the summer and would be interested in doing this, feel free to forward them 
this message or give me their names and I'll contact them. 

 
Think about it and let me know by early next week. Thanks! 

 
Nathan 

 

 

 

 

 

A. 
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The University of Michigan advisors and staff that I emailed to recruit participants were: 

Tim Dodd…………………………………...Director of Newnan Advising Center 
Mercedes Barcia…………………….Director of the Engineering Advising Center    
Pyper Alpern, Barbara Koenig,                 
Gwyneth Bailey, Julie Nussdorfer, and          
Carlos Pierre ………. ………………. Ross School of Business Career Consulting  
            Associate Directors    
Deedee Ulintz...…………………………….. School of Music, Theatre and Dance  
              Academic Advisor     
John Luther……………………………………….Stamps School of Art & Design  
             Career Development Coordinator   
Cheri Alexander and                   
Gretchen Spreitzer…………………………….Ross School of Business Professors  
Tiffany Purnell…………………..Barger Leadership Institute Project Coordinator 
Geraldine Chi…………………Department of Romance Languages and Literature  
               Administrative Assistant  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

B. 
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C.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hello ________,            September 2012 
 
You probably don’t know me by name, but if you attended a Michigan football game – 
you have seen me! For four years I was the male baton twirler in the Michigan Marching 
Band!    
 
To people in stadium, I was the "Wow! How did he do that?” guy. 
 
Now I’m a fifth year senior, who will graduate next spring with majors in Acting, Spanish 
and Organizational Studies.  Yes, I have been a very busy guy these past four years. 
 
Here comes the WHY of this email: 
 
The University of Michigan has provided me with the opportunity to obtain a solid 
undergraduate liberal arts education and I want to give something back to the University 
and my fellow students. Many times my friends and classmates have said that they 
have no clue about what they want to do after graduation, where they might find work, 
or how to go about finding their “dream job.” 
 
So, as an Honors Thesis for my Organizational Studies degree (under the guidance of 
Professor Gretchen M. Spreitzer), I created “So Now What?” to help them launch the 
search for their “dream job” and leave them saying: 
 
“Wow, this was really amazing.  I have a lot better idea of what I want to do after 
graduation and what I need to do to kick-start my job-search.” 
 
I would greatly appreciate it if you would help me get the word out about this incredible 
opportunity by forwarding this information to your students! 
 
“So Now What?” starts next week so it is very important that students receive the email 
as soon as possible. 
 
To make things easier, I will send a second email with only the introductory message 
and an attached flyer that can be forward to students. It will be similarly titled **Time 
Important Opportunity for Undergraduates: "So Now What?**. 
  
Thank you for all of your help. Go Blue! 
Nathan Magyar 
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  D.  
 
 
 
 
 
Hello!               September 2012 
 
You probably don’t know me by name, but if you attended a Michigan football game – 
you have seen me! For four years I was the male baton twirler in the Michigan Marching 
Band!    
 
To people in stadium, I was the "Wow! How did he do that?” guy. 
 
Now I’m a fifth year senior, who will graduate next spring with majors in Acting, Spanish 
and Organizational Studies. Yes, I have been a very busy guy these past four years. 
 
Here comes the WHY of this email: 
 
The University of Michigan has provided me with the opportunity to obtain a solid 
undergraduate liberal arts education and I want to give something back to the university 
and my fellow students. Many times my friends and classmates have said that they 
have no clue about what they want to do after graduation, where they might find work, 
or how to go about finding their “dream job.” 
 
So I created “So Now What?” to help you launch the search for your “dream job” and 
leave you saying: 
 
“Wow, this was really amazing.  I have a lot better idea of what I want to do after 
graduation and what I need to do to kick-start my job search.” 
 
Trust me, you don’t want to miss this. More details on contact information and the 
offered dates and times of “So Now What?” can be found in the attached flyer. 
  
I look forward to hearing from you. Go Blue! 
Nathan Magyar 
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So Now What? 

How To Find Your Dream Job “Before” You Graduate! 

6 FREE, 1‐hour seminars jam‐packed with powerful insights and tips, 

guaranteed to jumpstart your career search! 

By Nathan Magyar 
 
 

 

 

 

Don’t Wait!  Seating is Limited!   Enroll Now! 
By emailing me today at: sonowwhat12@gmail.com 

 

So Now What? Workshop Schedule (On‐campus location TBA) 
Mondays and Wednesdays or Tuesdays and Thursdays  from 5pm to 6 pm Sept. 17th through Oct. 3rd 

Mondays and Wednesdays or Tuesdays and Thursdays  from 5pm to 6 pm Oct. 8th through Oct. 24th 

 

Enroll by Sept. 14th and receive a free Now You Know Binder

E. 
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How would you describe your understanding of the following BEFORE the workshops: 

1. How my interests and passions pointed towards my dream job.   
 None  Little  Moderate Quite a bit  Complete 

2. How the skills I have learned in college translated to skills I could use in the world of 
work.            
 None  Little  Moderate Quite a bit  Complete 

3. What my dream job was.         
 None  Little  Moderate Quite a bit  Complete 

4. What work environments brought out the best in me.     
 None  Little  Moderate Quite a bit  Complete 

5. What kind of people I most liked to work with.      
 None  Little  Moderate Quite a bit  Complete 

6. How I wanted to improve the world.       
 None  Little  Moderate Quite a bit  Complete 

7. The most successful ways to search for a job.      
 None  Little  Moderate Quite a bit  Complete 

8. The amount of preparation necessary to interview for a job well.   
 None  Little  Moderate Quite a bit  Complete 

 

How would you have described your feelings towards these statements BEFORE the workshops:  

9. I have the knowledge about myself that I need to pursue my dream job.        
 Very unsure  Unsure  Neutral  Confident          Very Confident 

10. In a job interview, I have examples to support the skills I claim to possess.        
 Very unsure  Unsure  Neutral  Confident          Very Confident 

11. I know how to use all of the job search techniques available to me.           
 Very unsure  Unsure  Neutral  Confident          Very Confident 

How would you have described yourself to an employer BEFORE these workshops?  

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

F. 

Retrospective Pre-Test 
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________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

How would you have gone about searching for a job BEFORE these workshops? 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

How did you feel about entering the world of work BEFORE these workshops? 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

F. (cont’d) 
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How would you describe your understanding of the following now, AFTER the workshops: 

1. The interests and passions of mine that point towards my dream job.  
 None  Little  Moderate Quite a bit  Complete 

2. How the skills I have learned in college translate to skills I can use in the world of work. 
 None  Little  Moderate Quite a bit  Complete 

3. What my dream job is.         
 None  Little  Moderate Quite a bit  Complete 

4. What work environments bring out the best in me.     
 None  Little  Moderate Quite a bit  Complete 

5. What kind of people I would most like to work with.     
 None  Little  Moderate Quite a bit  Complete 

6. How I want to improve the world.       
 None  Little  Moderate Quite a bit  Complete 

7. The most successful ways to search for a job.      
 None  Little  Moderate Quite a bit  Complete 

8. The amount of preparation necessary to interview for a job well.   
 None  Little  Moderate Quite a bit  Complete 

 

How would you describe your feelings towards these statements now, AFTER the workshops:  

9. I have the knowledge about myself that I need to pursue my dream job.        
 Very unsure  Unsure  Neutral  Confident          Very Confident 

10. In a job interview, I have examples to support the skills I claim to possess.        
 Very unsure  Unsure  Neutral  Confident          Very Confident 

11. I know how to use all of the job search techniques available to me.            
 Very unsure  Unsure  Neutral  Confident           Very Confident 

 

How will you describe yourself to an employer now, AFTER these workshops? 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

F. (cont’d) 

Post-Test 
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How will you search for a job now, AFTER these workshops? 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

How do you feel about entering the world of work, now AFTER these workshops? 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

What did you like or find most helpful about these workshops? 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Do you have any suggestions for improving them? 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

          Not Really……………………Very Much       
Were the materials used in the workshops  1 2 3 4 5      
helpful to you?                           
Were these workshops helpful to you?  1 2 3 4 5             
Would you recommend them to    1 2 3 4 5      
others?                                                          
Would you like to see a similar series become 1 2 3 4 5               
a course offered by The University? 

 

 

 

 

F. (cont’d) 
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In the space provided, note which techniques are most effective (#1‐5) and least effective 
(#6‐10) in landing people jobs. 

 

__________  Do an inventory on yourself  

 

 

__________  Form a kind of “job‐club” or “job support group” with other job hunters and 
use the Yellow Pages to contact or visit employers in your area to ask if 
they’re hiring for the type of position you can do, and do well. 

 

 

__________  By yourself, use the Yellow Pages to contact/visit employers in your area to 
ask if they’re hiring for the type of position you can do, and do well.  

 

 

__________  Knock on the door of any employer that interests you, whether they are 
known to have a vacancy or not  

 

 

__________  Ask for job‐leads from: family members, friends, people in     
    the community, staff at career centers, etc  

 

 

__________  Go to private employment agencies or search firms for help 

G.   

Job-Search Techniques 
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__________  Answer local newspaper ads  

 

 

__________  Answer ads in professional or trade journals, appropriate to your field of 
interest  

 

 

__________  Post, mail or email your resume out to employers  

 

 

__________  Look for employers’ job postings on the Internet  

 

 

 

Interesting Fact: The average person under the age of 35 will go job‐hunting every one to 
three years. And in this process, we will probably each change careers three to five times, 
or more, over our lifetime. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

G.  (cont’d) 
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High School 
 
Example: Foreign Language, US History, Computer Skills 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
College 
 
Example: Sociological Theory, Programming, Literary Analysis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

H. 

Knowledge Inventory 
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On-the-job 
 
Example: Foreign Language, US History, Computer Skills 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Home/Leisure 
 
Example: Reading, Art Skills, Volunteer Work, Sports 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

H. (cont’d) 
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H. (cont’d) 

Favorite Subjects Matrix 
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H. (cont’d) 
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My dream job: _______________________. 

 

H. (cont’d) 

Favorite Subjects, Personified! 
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Interviewing is an essential part of the job‐search process, but it is also one of the 
most dreaded. The trick to learning how to interview well is to start by talking 
with people about anything, so that’s why we’re starting by interviewing people for 
fun!  

Think of a hobby you love, an enthusiasm of yours, a long‐time curiosity, or an 
issue you feel strongly about and then talk about it with somebody who is as 
enthusiastic about it as you are. For best results with your later job‐hunt, this 
should be someone you don’t already know. Use the Yellow Pages, Google, ask 
around among your friends and family. You can choose to contact and set up a 
time to go meet this person, or you can do it on the fly when the moment presents 
itself. You might be on the bus, at a restaurant or in a store, or waiting for class to 
start. The goal of this first step is simply to build up your basic conversation skills 
and get you to enjoy talking with others! As we continue in the process I will be 
checking back in with you to ask how this is going! 

I am interested in _________________________________________________. 

One person I can talk to about this is_________________________________. 

I can contact them at this phone number or email address:______________. 

Some questions I have for him/her are ________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________. 

I am also interested in _____________________________________________. 

One person I can talk to about this is ________________________________. 

I can contact them at this phone number or email address: ______________. 

Some questions I have for him/her are________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________.

I.  

Interviewing for Fun 
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How did you first become interested in ____________? 

 

What’s your favorite thing about it? Why? 

 

What’s your least favorite thing about it? Why? 

 

Bring up a recent news article pertaining to your shared interest and ask if they have 
heard of it. If so, what did they think of it? 

 

If your shared interest is a sport or activity, how often does he/she practice or play? 

 

If your shared interest is a curiosity or issue, what sort of sources does he/she go to in 
order to read about it?  

 

What is the most interesting thing they’ve done, seen or read regarding your shared 
interest? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I. (cont’d) 

Possible Questions 
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The Reflected Best-Self Portrait 
 

   
By: Robert E. Quinn, Jane E. Dutton and Gretchen M. Spreitzer 

 

The Reflected Best Self Portrait creates an opportunity for participants to receive feedback 
about when they are at their best. You will obtain short descriptions from people who 
know you well and have seen you “at your best.” 

Goals of this feedback: 

 

To generate awareness of how others see you when you are at your best 

To enhance understanding about what kind of work situations bring out the best in you 

To create personal and career development plans and actions, based upon the reflections 
that your RBS feedback generates 

To provide a tool for future times when you may be discouraged and need to get back on 
track  

 

Step One: Identify 10 to 20 respondents. Write their names below. 

 

____________________________________________  _____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________  _____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________  _____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________  _____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________  _____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________  _____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________  _____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________  _____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________  _____________________________________________ 

 

J. 
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Step Two: Compose a feedback request form. Feel free to use the one below as a template. 

 

Hello ________, 

As a part of a personal and career development course I am taking, I have been asked to 
construct a profile of the ways that I add value and make a contribution. I have been asked 
to contact twenty people who know me well. I am to request that each person provides me 
with three stories of when I was at my best. I would like to invite you to help me with this 
exercise. 

I appreciate your taking the time to do this for me. This will require you to think about your 
interactions with me and to identify those incidents/behaviors when I was at my best in 
your eyes. In writing, please be sure to provide examples so I can understand the situation 
and the characteristics you are describing. Below is an example of what these stories might 
look like (though if you’d rather do it another way, go ahead!):  

1. One of the ways that you add value and make important contributions is: 

The ability to get people to work together and give all they have to a task. 

2. For example, I think of a time that: 

We were doing the Alpha project. We were getting behind and the stress was building. We 
started to close down and get very focused on just meeting our deadline. You noticed that 
we were not doing our best work and stopped the group to rethink our approach. You 
asked whether we wanted to just satisfy the requirements or whether we wanted to do 
really good work. You reminded us of what we were capable of doing and how each of us 
could contribute to a better outcome. No one else in that room would’ve thought to do that. 
As a result, we met the deadline and came out with something we were all proud of. 

Please provide me with three examples of how I add value by completing the following 
statements: 

1. One of the ways that you add value and make important contributions is:                   
2. For example, I think of a time that.               

Please email me your response by (insert date). Thanks for your help. I’ll be sure to tell you 
what I learn! 

Name             

 

J. cont’d 
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Step Three:  Analyze the feedback you receive. Read for and find key insights. Look for 
commonalities and create over‐arching themes. To help you organize your feedback, make 
a table like the one below: 

Commonality/Theme  Examples Given  My Interpretation 

1.Creativity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

1. Innovation builder of 
new projects for education 

 

2. Find new solutions for 
old problems in department 
relationships with my boss 

 

3. Guided company in 
transforming itself 

My ideas tend to be bold 
and creative. I am an 
innovative builder of the 
new. I tend to bring a new 
vision to the old. 

 

 

 

J. cont’d 
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Step Four: Compose the Reflected Best‐Self Portrait. Create a portrait of your best self that 
reflects the feedback you were given. Here’s an example of what a final RBS Portrait might 
look like: 

 

  When I am at my best, I tend to be creative. I am enthusiastic about ideas and I craft 
bold visions. I am an innovative builder who perseveres in the pursuit of the new. I do not 
waste energy thinking about missed opportunities or past failures nor do I take on the 
negative energy of the insecure or worry about critics. I stay centered and focused on what 
is important and possible. 

 

  I use frameworks to help me make sense of complex issues. I can see disparate ideas 
and integrate them through “yes and” thinking. I make points others do not readily see. In 
doing so, I frame experiences in compelling and engaging ways. I paint visions and provide 
new ways for people to see. I use metaphors and stories to do this. I find the stories in 
everyday experiences, and people find them easy to understand. The new images that 
follow help people to take action. 

 

  In helping others, I try to empathize with them and understand their needs. I give 
them my attention and energy but I allow them to be in charge. In exercising influence, I try 
to enroll people, not force them, in new directions.  I invite people to work with me. I use 
dialogue to help people surface their ideas, and then I weave them together with others 
until we create knowledge in real time. In all of this I try to model the message of integrity, 
growth and transformation. 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Read through the descriptions below and complete the exercise that follows! 
 

 

R for “Realistic” – People who have athletic or 
mechanical ability, prefer to work with objects, 
machines, tools, plants or animals, or to be 
outdoors 

 

 

 

 

 

C for “Conventional” – People who like to work 
with data, have clerical or numerical ability, 
carrying things out in detail or following 
through on others‘ instructions 

  

 

 

 

 

A for “Artistic” – People who have artistic, 
innovative, or intuitional abilities, and like to 
work in unstructured situations, using their 
imagination or creativity 

 

K. 
The People Party Exercise 
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E for “Enterprising” – People who like to work 
with people—influencing, persuading or 
performing or leading or managing for 
organizational goals or for economic gain 

 

 

 

 

 

S for “Social” – People who like to work with 
people—to inform, enlighten, help, train, 
develop, or cure them, or are skilled with   
words 

 

 

 

 

 

I for “investigative” – People who like to 
observe, learn, investigate, analyze, evaluate,   
or solve problems 

 

K. (cont’d) 
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1) At a party attended by the tv personalities/characters above, which cast would you 

instinctively be drawn to, as the group of people you would most enjoy being with for the 
longest time? Write the letter for that group here: ____. 

 
 

2) Of the remaining casts, which of them would you be second‐most drawn to, as the group of 
people you would most enjoy being with for the longest time? Write the letter for that group 
here: _____. 

 
 

3) Of the last four casts, which of them would you be third‐most drawn to, as the group of 
people you would most enjoy being with for the longest time? Write the letter for that group 
here: _____ 

 
The three letters you just chose are your Holland Code! Now let’s use that code to make a 
temporary statement about your future job or career, using the descriptors from the exercise. 

 
If your code turned out to be IAS, for example, you might write: “I would like a job or career best 
if I were surrounded by people who are very curious, and like to investigate or analyze things (I); 
who are also very innovative (A); and who are bent on trying to help or serve people (S).” 

 
Your turn! 

 
 

I would like a job or career best if I were surrounded by people who____________  
 

______________________________________________________________________; 
 

who are also ___________________________________________________________;  
 

and who are ___________________________________________________________. 
 

 

To find out which skills, interests, hobbies and career possibilities go with each letter, 
visit http://career.missouri.edu/students/majors‐careers/skills‐interests/career‐interest‐
game for free! 

K. (cont’d) 
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 Undesirable 
Working 
Conditions 

Undesirable 
Working 
Conditions 
Ranked 

The Keys to My 
Effectiveness in 
the World of 
Work 

Places 
I’ve 
Worked  
So Far: 
 

 
My productivity has been 
negatively affected by 
these working conditions 
in the past 

 
These are the working 
conditions I disliked the 
most (#1 being the most 
undesirable) 

 
The opposite of my 
undesirable working 
conditions (#1 being the 
most desirable) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     

L. 

Working Conditions Exercise 
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Research University of Michigan faculty (professors or GSIs) who teach in a department that 
relates to your major/career interests, however vague or unsure those interests might be. 
Send them an email to set up a brief appointment to talk with them about your career 
interests and what ideas they might have. 
The email might go something like this: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear __________________, 

I’m in need of more information about _______, than I’ve been able to find out so far. I’m 
told you could be really helpful to me. I’m wondering if you could spare 10 minutes of 
your time this week or next, for me to stop by your office and ask you some questions I 
have about _________. Could I make a brief appointment with you? I’m very good at 
observing time limits. I only need ten minutes, but I’d like it to be in person rather than 
just over the phone or through e‐mails. Thanks very much for your courtesy. 

Sincerely, 

__________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

M. 

Interviewing for Information 
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1) How did you get involved with or become interested in this 
field/hobby/issue/passion/job? 
 

2) What do you like the most about it? 

 

3) What do you like the least about it? 

 

4) Who else would you suggest I go talk to who shares this interest? 

 

5) Can I use your name? 

 

6) May I tell them it was you who recommended that I talk with them? 

 

7) Then, choosing one person from the list of several names they may have given you, 
you say, “Well, I think I will begin by going to talk to this person. Would you be 
willing to call ahead for me, so they will know who I am, when I go over there?” 

 

Be prepared to talk about some of these things as they pertain to you as well! 

   

 

 

 

And most importantly, don’t forget to send a 

thank‐you note or email that same day!

M. (cont’d)  

Possible Questions 
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1. Do not limit your job-search to just Fortune 500 Companies. It may seem
 surprising, but small organizations with 20 employers or fewer are actually responsible
 for 2/3 of all new jobs. Only focusing on getting job interviews at Fortune 500
 companies, then, is a mistake! 

 
2. Do not hunt for jobs by yourself. The more eyes and ears you have on your job-

 search the better. Too many people try to job-hunt alone and are frustrated by the lack of
 results.  

 
3. Do your homework on the organization before the interview. There are not many

 job-seekers who take the time to carefully review the organization’s website, look up
 articles in the newspaper featuring the company, and research the person who is
 interviewing them. When you do all of these things, then, your efforts go a long way
 towards impressing the interviewer. By not researching the organization prior to the
 interview, you are signaling a lack of interest to the employer. 

     
4. Avoid being interviewed by the Human Resources department. HR departments

 face a high volume of job-seekers and more often than not, they see the interview process
 as a format for screening people out rather than as a way to get to know them. Instead,
 job-seekers should pursue opportunities to interview with people who have the power to
 them directly. The easiest way to come across such opportunities is by using the
 connections of family and friends, or as Bolles calls them, “bridge people.”   
   

5. Respect the interviewer’s time. Do not overstay your welcome. More than likely,
 conducting job interviews is not the interviewer’s only obligation for the day. If the job
 seeker initiates the appointment and its timeframe, it is best to stick to what was agreed
 upon. Interviewers respect job-seekers who respect their time.    
  

6. Do not let your resume be the only point of conversation in the interview. The
 purpose of a resume is to get you an interview. When you walk in the door, the
 interviewer has already seen your resume. Instead of repeating everything that the
 interviewer already knows,  use the interview to elaborate on what your resume features
 or bring up experiences that it doesn’t highlight. Doing so gives the interviewer a more
 well-rounded idea of who you are, which they could not have otherwise gleaned by just
 looking at your resume.          

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

N. 

Job Interview Tips 
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7. Come prepared with examples of the skills you claim to have.  Many job-seekers 
claim to have good people skills, writing capability, strong work habits, etc. Therefore, 
the way you distinguish yourself is by telling unique and compelling stories about times 
when those skills, capabilities, or habits were useful. Similar to tip #6, providing 
examples of your skills gives the interviewer a better idea of who you are as a person. 
  
8. Do not steal the conversation and only talk about yourself. Ask questions about

 the organization too. Bolles equates a job interview with a blind date. The best dates are
 typically those where the conversation is equally shared between both people: one person
 shares something about themselves, then asks a question of the other person and gives
 them a chance to respond. When approached this way, job interviews can be equally
 dynamic. Another related tip Bolles offers is that the job-seeker should strive to answer
 the interviewer’s questions with responses no shorter than 20 second but no longer than 2
 minutes. Short responses indicate lack of knowledge or interest. Long rambling
 responses promote impressions of self-centeredness or lack of preparation. It is best to
 keep responses concise yet sufficient.        

 
9. Do not approach the interviewer as a job beggar, hoping they will offer you any

 kind of job whatsoever. When it is appropriate to do so, many job-seekers are afraid to
 ask for the job and they wind up selling themselves short. Instead, you should go into the
 interview with the mindset that you are a valuable person who is there to offer useful
 skills and experience to the employer. And at the end of the interview, if it is appropriate,
 ask for the job you really want!         

 
10. Send a thank-you note after the interview! Thank-you notes are not only a tool to

 make you more memorable in the interviewer’s mind, but also a possible way of telling
 them something you forgot to mention in the interview. Sending a kind note of thanks to
 secretaries or other people with whom you interacted during your interview is also a good
 idea (many secretaries hold the “keys to the kingdom,” so to speak; meaning they have
 the ability to influence who their superiors do or don’t hire).  
 

 

 

 

 

N. (cont’d)  
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Tell me about yourself:  ____________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

What do you know about this company? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________

N. (cont’d)  

Common Job Interview Questions 
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Why are you applying for this job? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

How would you describe yourself? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

What are your major strengths? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

What is your greatest weakness? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

N. (cont’d)  
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What type of work do you like to do best? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

What are your interests outside of work? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

What accomplishments have given you the greatest satisfaction? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

N. (cont’d)  
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Why are you here? Translation: Why are you knocking on my door, rather 
than someone else’s door? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

What can you do for us? Translation: If I were to hire you, would you be 
part of the problems I already have, or would you be a part of the solution to 
those problems? What are your skills, and how much do you know about the 
subject or field that we are in? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

What kind of person are you? Translation: Will you fit in? Do you have the 
kind of personality that makes it easy for people to work with you, and do you 
share the values that we have at this place? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

N. (cont’d)  

What Employers Are Really Asking 
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What distinguishes you from the nineteen or nine hundred other people who are 
applying for this job? Translation: Do you have better work habits than the others, do you 
show up earlier, stay later, work more thoroughly, work faster, maintain higher standards, 
go the extra mile, or…what? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

N. (cont’d)  
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What does this job involve? 

 

If I were hired, what duties would I be performing? 

 

What responsibilities would I have? 

 

What would you be hiring me to accomplish? 

 

Would I be working with a team, or group? To whom would I report? 

 

Whose responsibility is it to see that I get the training I need, here, to get up to 
speed? 

 

How would I be evaluated, how often and by whom? 

 

What were the strengths and weaknesses of previous people in this position? 

 

What are the skills a top employee in this job would have to have? 

 

If you don’t mind my asking, I’m curious as to why you yourself decided to work at 
this organization? 

 

What do you wish you had known about this company before you started here? 

 

May I meet the people I would be working with and for (if it isn’t you)?

N. (cont’d)  

Questions for Employers 
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Is the human mind your major concern? When you are gone, do you 
want there to be more knowledge, truth or clarity in the world, because you 
were here? If so, knowledge, truth or clarity about what, in particular? 

 

Is the human body your major concern? When you are gone, do you 
want there to be more wholeness, fitness or health in the world, more 
binding up of the body’s wounds and strength, more feeding of the hungry, 
and clothing of the poor, because you were here? If so, what issue in 
particular—concerning the human body—do you want to work on? 

 
 
Are the human senses your major concern? When you are gone, do 

you want there to be more beauty in the world, because you were here? If so, 
what kind of beauty entrances you? Is it art, music, flowers, photography, 
painting, staging, crafts, clothing, or jewelry—that you want your life to 
contribute toward? 

 

Is the human heart your major concern? When you are gone, do you 
want there to be more love and compassion in the world, because you were 
here? If so, love or compassion for whom? Or for what? 

O. 

Which values APPly to you? 
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Is the human will or conscience your major concern? When you are 
gone, do you want there to be more loyalty, more justice, more 
righteousness, more honesty in the world, because you were here? If so, in 
what areas of human life or history, in particular? And in what geographical 
area? 

 
 
Is the human spirit your major concern? When you are gone, do you 

want there to be more spirituality in the world, more faith, more compassion, 
more forgiveness, more love for God and the human family in all its diversity, 
because you were here? If so, with what ages, people or with what parts of 
human life? 

 
 
When you are gone, do you want there to be more lightening of 

people’s loads, more giving them perspective, more helping them to forget 
their cares for a spell, do you want there to be more laughter in the world, 
and joy, because you were here? If so, what particular kind of entertainment 
do you want to contribute to the world? 

 
 
Is the often false love of possessions your major concern? When you 

are gone, do you want there to be better stewardship of what we possess—as 
individuals, as a community, as a nation—in the world, because you were 
here? Do you want to see simplicity, savings, and a broader emphasis on the 
word enough rather than on the word more? If so, in what areas of human life 
in particular? 

 
 
Is the planet on which we stand your major concern? When you are 

gone, do you want there to be more protection of this fragile planet, more 
exploration of the world or the universe—exploration, not exploitation—
more dealing with its problems and its energy, because you were here? If so, 
which problems or challenges in particular, draw your heart and soul? 

 
 

O. (cont’d)  
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Your 
Career 

Field 1 

Job A  Job B  Job C 

Task I  Task II 

Skill 1  Skill 2  Skill 3  Skill 4 

Task III 

Field 2 

Job D  Job E 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Transferable skills are: 

 

 

 

 

 

Transferable skills are not _______________.

Transferable Skills 

 

 

P. 
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The goal or what you wanted to accomplish: Last winter semester I worked 
on a group project with three other Organizational Studies students to raise 
money for a soup kitchen in Detroit. We had to use as many class concepts and 
employ as much creativity as we could. The two highestfundraising teams 
were excused from the final exam, so we wanted to win! 

Some kind of hurdle, obstacle or constraint that you faced: The 
competition, however, was only going to be a week and a half in duration 
(including planning time). It was also Easter weekend and near the end of the 
semester, so all of our other classes were in full swing workloadwise. We were 
short on time. 

A description of what you did, step by step: My group met as soon as we 
figured out we’d be working together to come up with fundraising strategies 
and divide up the work for the project. We equally divided the Organizational 
Studies alumni list into four sections and sent out a streamlined letter asking 
for money. For each email, in addition to personalizing it with the recipient’s 
first name, I also included a line to ask how they were doing/enjoying their job 
at XYZ (since that info was displayed on the alumni list). Another strategy we 
used was bucketing on the diag. To entice more people to stop and donate I 
brought my puppy. We sent out over 300 emails in total and bucketed in groups 
of two three times during the competition. 

A description of the outcome or result: Our group raised almost $1,500 by 
the end of the competition. OS Alumni who donated said they appreciated the 
extra personal touch (compared to other fundraising emails they had received 
from our classmates), and that’s why they donated to our group specifically. On 
the diag, my puppy did an excellent job of raking in the dough. I also tried my 
best to be friendly and approachable when asking people for money. Oftentimes 
people gave $1, $5 or even $20! 

Any measurable/quantifiable statement of that outcome that you can 
think of: The class as a whole raised almost $25,000 for the competition. While 
our group did not win, we enjoyed using concepts we learned in class and 
applying them to a real world situation. 

 

 

 Example Story 

 

 

P. (cont’d)  
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The goal or what you wanted to accomplish: 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Some kind of hurdle, obstacle or constraint that you faced: 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

A description of what you did, step by step: 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

P. (cont’d)  

  Transferable Skills Story 
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________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

A description of the outcome or result: 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Any measurable/quantifiable statement of that outcome that you can think of: 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

P. (cont’d)  
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Verbal Communication 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Perform and entertain before groups               

Speak well in public appearances               

Confront and express opinions without offending               

Interview people to obtain information               

Handle complaints in person or over the phone               

Present ideas effectively in speeches or lecture               

Persuade/influence others to a certain point of view               

Sell ideas, products or services               

Debate ideas with others               

Participate in group discussions and teams               

 

Nonverbal Communication 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Listen carefully and attentively               

Convey a positive self image               

Use body language that makes others comfortable               

Develop rapport easily with groups of people               

Establish culture to support learning               

Express feelings through body language               

Promote concepts through a variety of media               

Believe in self worth               

Respond to non‐verbal cues               

  P. (cont’d)  

 Transferable Skills Inventory 
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Written Communication 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Write technical language, reports and manuals               

Write poetry, fiction, plays               

Write grant proposals               

Prepare and write logically written reports               

Edit and proofread written material               

Prepare revisions of written material               

Utilize al forms of technology for writing               

Write case studies and treatment plans               

Demonstrate expertise in grammar and style               

 

Train/Consult 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Teach, advise, coach, empower               

Conduct needs assessments               

Use a variety of media for presentation               

Develop educational curriculum and materials               

Create and administer evaluation plan               

Facilitate a group               

Explain difficult ideas, complex topics               

Assess learning styles and respond accordingly               

Consult and recommend solutions               

Write well organized and documented reports               

  P. (cont’d)  
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Analyze 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Study data or behavior for meaning and solutions               

Analyze quantitative, physical and/or scientific data               

Write analysis of study and research               

Compare and evaluate information               

Systematize information and results               

Apply curiosity               

Investigate clues               

Formulate insightful and relevant questions               

Use technology for statistical analysis               

 

Research 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Identify appropriate information sources               

Search written, oral and technological information               

Interview primary sources               

Hypothesize and test for results               

Compile numerical and statistical data               

Classify and sort information into categories               

Gather information from a number of sources               

Patiently search for hard‐to‐find information               

Utilize electronic search methods               

 

  P. (cont’d)  
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Plan and Organize 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Identify and organize tasks or information               

Coordinate people, activities and details               

Develop a plan and set objectives               

Set up and keep time schedules               

Anticipate problems and respond with solutions               

Develop realistic goals and action to attain them               

Arrange correct sequence of information and actions               

Create guidelines for implementing an action               

Create efficient systems               

 

Counsel and Serve 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Counsel, advise, consult, guide others               

Care for and serve people; rehabilitate, heal               

Demonstrate empathy, sensitivity and patience               

Help people make their own decisions               

Help others improve health and welfare               

Listen empathically and with objectivity               

Coach, guide, encourage individuals to achieve a goal               

Facilitate self‐awareness in others               

Mediate peace between conflicting parties               

 

  P. (cont’d)  
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Interpersonal Relations 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Convey a sense of humor               

Anticipate people’s needs and reactions               

Express feelings appropriately               

Process human interactions, understand others               

Encourage, empower, advocate for people               

Create positive, hospitable environment               

Adjust plans for the unexpected               

Facilitate conflict management               

Communicate well with diverse groups               

 

Leadership 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Envision the future and lead change               

Establish policy               

Set goals and determine courses of action               

Motivate/inspire others to achieve common goals               

Create innovative solutions to complex problems               

Communicate well with all levels of the organization               

Develop and mentor talent               

Negotiate terms and conditions               

Take risks, make hard decisions, be decisive               

 

  P. (cont’d)  
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Management 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Manage personnel, projects and time               

Foster a sense of ownership in employees               

Delegate responsibility and review performance               

Increase productivity and efficiency to achieve goals               

Develop and facilitate Work Teams               

Provide training for development of staff               

Adjust plans/procedures for the unexpected               

Facilitate conflict management               

Communicate well with diverse groups               

 

Financial 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Calculate, perform mathematical computations               

Work with precision with numerical data               

Keep accurate and complete financial records               

Perform accounting functions and procedures               

Compile data and apply statistical analysis               

Create computer generated charts for presentations               

Use computer software for records and analysis               

Forecast, estimate expenses and income               

Appraise and analyze costs               

 

  P. (cont’d)  
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Administrative 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Communicate well with key people in organization               

Identify and purchase necessary resource materials               

Utilize computer software and equipment               

Organize, improve adapt office systems               

Track progress of projects and troubleshoot               

Achieve goals within budget and time schedule               

Assign tasks and set standards for support staff               

Hire and supervise temporary personnel as needed               

Demonstrate flexibility during crisis               

 

Create and Innovate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Visualize concepts and results               

Intuit strategies and solutions               

Execute color, shape and form               

Brainstorm and make use of group synergy               

Communicate with metaphors               

Invent products through experimentation               

Express ideas through art               

Remember faces, accurate spatial memory               

Create images through sketches, sculpture, etc               

 

  P. (cont’d)  
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                           Your Traits 
 
 

How do you deal with time and promptness? How do you deal with people and emotions? 
How do you deal with authority, and being told what to do for a job? How do you deal with 
supervision, and being told how to do a job? How do you deal with impulse vs. self‐
discipline, within yourself? How do you deal with initiative vs. response, within yourself? 
How do you deal with crisis or problems?  

Look at the list of following traits to help you answer some of these questions.  

 

Accurate      Discreet    Persistent             
Achievement‐oriented  Driving    Pioneering                        
Adaptable      Dynamic    Practical             
Adept        Economical    Professional                       
Adept at having fun    Effective    Protective                
Adventuresome    Energetic    Punctual                     
Alert        Enthusiastic    Quick                    
Appreciative      Exceptional    Rational                        
Assertive      Exhaustive    Realistic                               
Astute       Expert     Reliable                     
Authoritative     Firm      Resourceful                               
Calm        Flexible    Responsible                                
Cautious      Humanly oriented  Safeguarding                         
Charismatic      Impulsive    Self‐motivated                          
Competent      Independent    Self‐reliant                             
Consistent      Innovative    Sensitive                              
Contagious in my    Knowledgeable  Sophisticated                
enthusiasm      Loyal      Strong                               
Cooperative      Methodical    Supportive                           
Courageous      Open‐minded   Tactful                                             
Creative      Objective    Thorough                                      
Decisive      Outgoing    Unique                                    
Deliberate      Patient    Versatile                          
Dependable      Penetrating    Vigorous                                         
Diligent      Perceptive                                         
Diplomatic       Persevering 

The traits you have chosen also inform how you carry out the skills you’ve ranked. 

  P. (cont’d)  
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Skill: __________________________________________________________________________ 

Trait(s): ______________________________________________________________________ 

Use of Skill (People, Data/Information, Things): _________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Skill: __________________________________________________________________________ 

Trait(s): ______________________________________________________________________ 

Use of Skill (People, Data/Information, Things): _________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Skill: __________________________________________________________________________ 

Trait(s): ______________________________________________________________________ 

Use of Skill (People, Data/Information, Things): _________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Skill: __________________________________________________________________________ 

Trait(s): ______________________________________________________________________ 

Use of Skill (People, Data/Information, Things): _________________________

 P. (cont’d)  
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So, you’re done with your self‐inventory! Now what? If you’re not sure how all the work 
you’ve done points to possible jobs or careers, do the following: 

 
1. Look at your list of prioritized skills and choose your three to five favorites 
2. Look at your list of prioritized knowledge and choose your three to five favorites 
3. Show these skills and knowledges to at least five friends and family members, or 

professionals, that you know. Skills point towards job titles/levels while knowledge 
points towards general career fields. 

a. Ask them, “In the case of my skills, what job title or jobs do these skills 
suggest to you?” And, “In the case of my knowledge areas, what career fields 
do these suggest to you?”  

4. Write down everything these people suggest/recommend. 
5. Keep talking to people until you find useful suggestions. 

 

When you have some useful suggestions: 

 
 

1. Decide whether the majority of their ideas fall under the broad job families of: 
a. Agriculture, Manufacturing, Information Industries, or Service Industries 

 
2. Within these industries, did their recommendations mostly fall under any of these 

specific jobs: 
a. Executive, Administrative and Managerial operations 
b. Engineers, Surveyors and Architects 
c. Natural Scientists and Mathematicians 
d. Social Scientists, Social Workers, Religious Workers, and Lawyers 
e. Teachers, Counselors, Librarians and Archivists 
f. Health Diagnosing and Treating Practitioners 
g. Registered Nurses, Pharmacists, Dieticians, Therapists, and Physician 

Assistants 
h. Health Technologists and Technicians 
i. Technologists and Technicians in Other Fields: Computer Specialists, 

Programmers, Information Technicians, Information Specialists 
j. Writers, Artists, Digital Artists and Entertainers 

 
 
 

 Q.  
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k. Marketing and Sales Occupations 
l. Administrative Support Occupations, including Clerical 
m. Service Occupations 
n. Agricultural, Forestry, and Fishign Occupations 
o. Mechanics and Repairers 
p. Construction and Extractive Occupations 
q. Production Occupations 
r. Transportation and Material‐Moving Occupations 
s. Handlers, Equipment Cleaners, Helpers and Laborers 

3. Did their suggestions largely revolve around: 
a. Information, People, Things 

i. It is most likely you can use any of these skill areas in any 
job/industry, and most combine at least two of them 

 

What it all comes down to is your preference, what you primarily want to do. Your favorite 
skill will usually be the most telling. If your favorite skill doesn’t help you, look at your list 
of skills. Are they weighted more toward working with people, information or things? If 
your gut is telling you something other than what you see in your skills list, go with your 
heart. 

Try to come up with at least two careers or jobs that you think you could be happy doing. 
Never, ever, put all your eggs in one basket. The secret to surviving in the job‐hunting 
world is having alternatives. Alternative career paths, ways to describe yourself, and job
search methods. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Q. (cont’d) 
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Next, as you go out and start looking for jobs, keep in mind that there are a lot of ways to 
get hired and places where one might get hired: 

   

Part‐time jobs 

  Temp jobs 

  Consultant work 

  Volunteer opportunities 

  Internships 

  Nonprofits 

  For‐profits 

  Your own business! 

 

Be open to finding opportunities in any of these areas. Everyone has to start somewhere. 
And like we said, employers prefer to promote from within. So your best chance of working 
at a company you desire is to get experience in that organization. 

Continue doing informational interviewing that is more specific to people, organizations, 
and jobs that interest you. As you interview people for information, most likely they’re 
going to be dropping names of companies/organizations (in addition to what’s good or bad 
about them). Jot all of this down. Continue researching the places they mention through the 
internet, the Yellow pages, the newspaper, LinkedIn, and talking with other people. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Q. (cont’d) 
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Chances are you’ll wind up with too much information. So, here’s how you widdle it down. 
Focus on jobs that are: 

 

Knowledge specific:     Welding. 

  In a specific region:     San Jose, CA area 

  Of a certain size:    Companies with 50 employees or fewer 

Task/Skill/Job specific:  Makes wheels 

 

See if you can cut your information load down to ten places or companies. 

If you don’t have ten places or companies to start, use the internet or the Yellow Pages to 
find organizations that sound interesting. Ask your local chamber of commerce for a 
business directory (this will have a list of small local businesses and branches of larger 
national ones with names and contact information). 

 

Remember, job‐searching is an on‐going process. Continually researching jobs and 
organizations that interest you, and talking to people in relevant fields, allows you  
to try on jobs like you try on clothes at a department store. As you combine the 
information you’ve gathered about yourself in this process with what you discover 
by talking with others, the ultimate decision of accepting a job offer will become 
clearer.  

   

Thanks for participating in So Now What? Good luck! 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 Q. (cont’d) 
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First Workshop 

PowerPoint Presentation 

So Now What? 

Nathan Magyar 

5:00pm – 6:00pm T/Th 

753 Dennison 

September 18th – October 4th  

So Now What? Objectives 
o! Interests ! Jobs 

o! Skills 

o! People and Working Environments 

o! Interview Skills 

o! Life Values 

o! Alternatives 

o! Self-Discovery 

The Plan for Today 

o! Job Search Techniques 

o! Knowledge 

o! Interviewing for Fun 

o! RBS Portrait Introduction 

Employers vs. Job-Hunters 
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First Workshop 

PowerPoint Presentation 

#10: The Internet 
•!!"#$%&%$'($)!*+,-!./!0,.&1*-2$%3!

•!!4-)$%&*3$)!./!$5+',/$%3!

#9: Sending Out Your Resume 
•!!6,,!57-/!%$3*5$3!7-)!2,,!8$9!$5+',/$%3!!

!!!',,:(-;!72!21$5!

•!!<!;,,)!%$3*5$!9(''!-,2!3$''!(23$'8=!

#7: Answering Newspaper Ads 
•!!>(;1!-*5.$%!,8!#($9$%3?!',9!-*5.$%!,8!,++,%2*-(@$3!

•!!61$!1(;1$%!21$!37'7%/!/,*!7%$!3$$:(-;?!21$!17%)$%!7!0,.!
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#8: Answering Ads in Professional Journals 
•!!>(;1!-*5.$%!,8!#($9$%3?!',9!-*5.$%!,8!,++,%2*-(@$3!

#6: Employment Agencies 
•!!B,%$!797%$!,8!C*-)$%;%,*-)D!,++,%2*-(@$3!

•!!B,%$!$/$3!,-!/,*%!0,.!3$7%A1!
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#5: Friends and Family 
•!!B,%$!$/$3!,-!/,*%!0,.!3$7%A1!G!5,%$!,++,%2*-(@$3!

•!!H%$72$%!3+$A(IA(2/!G!.$J$%!%$3*'23!!

#4: Knocking On Doors 
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First Workshop 

PowerPoint Presentation 

#3: Yellow Pages 
•!!"#$%!&'%(!')*%!(+,,%((-+.!/01$!2+(/!

!!!(%$3#$4!)+/!5)+*!*%(+'%6!
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#2: Job Search Group 
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#1: Doing a Self-Inventory! 

!"#$%&'(&)*#+),#-.))

&"/#*)+-0"()

12&3&22&')1&#4%&)5"602#",&".)7)

8#290"():#"'0;#"-)

<2="-3&2=>%&)?90%%-)

@0"'0"()&,4%#*&2-).A=.))

0".&2&-.)*#+)="')%&=2"0"()

)A#$).#)=442#=BA).A&,)

B%.-CD$9%$/)*5!

E)<!B%1*,0!!

!!!!F*)+>!
G%..)@!H14%(!

I$),8#$4!)$!

J))*(!

K*#%$3(!!

1$3!K1'#.5!

Top 5 Job Search Techniques 
 ACTIVE 

Interviewing for Fun 
B/%>!LMN!

o!!O)<<5!

o!!P$/0+(#1('!

o!!Q+*#)(#/5!

o!!D((+%!

B/%>!LRN!

o!!K#$3!()'%)$%!@0)!(01*%(!/01/!#$/%*%(/!

B/%>!LSN!

o!!T1.8!/)!/0%'6!

Self-Inventory Exercise #1:  Knowledge 

 R. (cont’d) 
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PowerPoint Presentation 

Self-Inventory Exercise #1: 

Knowledge 

!"#$%&'()%*+%&(*,-.)/.%)*%0*1%#-2.#)0%3*44.44%

$"#$%0*1%5*4$%,#($%$*%14.%'(%-'+.%#()%'(%0*12%

6*78%

Reflected Best-Self Portrait 

9*7.2$%:;%<1'((%

=#(.%:;%>1?*(%

@2.$A".(%B;%C32.'$D.2%

•!%E".%9.F.A$.)%G.4$%C.-+%H*2$2#'$%A2.#$.4%#(%*33*2$1('$0%+*2%%

%%3#2IA'3#($4%$*%2.A.'J.%+..)7#A&%#7*1$%,".(%$".0%#2.%#$%%

%%$".'2%7.4$;%

•!%K*1%,'--%*7$#'(%4"*2$%).4A2'3I*(4%+2*5%3.*3-.%,"*%&(*,%0*1%%

%%,.--%#()%"#J.%4..(%0*1%L#$%0*12%7.4$;M%

What is the RBS Portrait? 

•!%E*%/.(.2#$.%#,#2.(.44%*+%"*,%*$".24%4..%0*1%,".(%0*1%#2.%#$%0*12%

7.4$%

•!%E*%.("#(A.%1().24$#()'(/%#7*1$%,"#$%&'()%*+%,*2&%4'$1#I*(4%72'(/%

*1$%$".%7.4$%'(%0*1%

•!%E*%A2.#$.%3.24*(#-%#()%A#2..2%).J.-*35.($%3-#(4%#()%#AI*(4N%7#4.)%

13*(%$".%2.F.AI*(4%$"#$%0*12%9GC%+..)7#A&%/.(.2#$.4%

•!%E*%32*J').%#%$**-%+*2%+1$12.%I5.4%,".(%0*1%5#0%7.%)'4A*12#/.)%#()%

(..)%$*%/.$%7#A&%*(%$2#A&%%

Goals of this feedback: 

Step One 

•! O).(I+0%2.43*().($4%

–!PQ%$*%RQ%3.*3-.%S+2'.()4N%+#5'-0N%A*,*2&.24T

7*44.4N%32*+.44*24N%@CO4N%.$AU%

–!E".%5*2.%)'J.24.N%$".%7.?.2%

–!V..)%#$%-.#4$%PQ%2.43*(4.4%+*2%7.4$%2.41-$4%

Step Two 

•! W*53*4.%#%+..)7#A&%2.X1.4$%+*25%

 R. (cont’d) 
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First Workshop 

PowerPoint Presentation 

Step Three 

•! !"#$%&'()''*+#,-(

–!.'#*(#"*(/"*(-'%(0"102341(

–!566-()67(,6886"#$09'1(

–!:7'#4'(43'8'1(#"*($0"-(';#8<$'1(

–!=72#"0&'((

Step Four 

•! :68<61'(43'(.'>',4'*(?'14@A'$)(B6747#04(

–!:7'#4'(#(<6747#04(6)(%6C7(+'14(1'$)(43#4(7'>',41(43'(
)''*+#,-(%6C(D'7'(20E'"(

Example: 

( ( F3'"(G(#8(#4(8%(+'14H(G(4'"*(46(+'(,7'#9E'I(G(#8('"43C10#19,(#+6C4(0*'#1(#"*(G(,7#J(+6$*(
E0106"1I(G(#8(#"(0""6E#9E'(+C0$*'7(D36(<'71'E'7'1(0"(43'(<C71C04(6)(43'("'DI(G(*6("64(D#14'(
'"'72%(430"-0"2(#+6C4(8011'*(6<<674C"09'1(67(<#14()#0$C7'1("67(*6(G(4#-'(6"(43'("'2#9E'(
'"'72%(6)(43'(0"1',C7'(67(D677%(#+6C4(,709,1I(G(14#%(,'"4'7'*(#"*()6,C1'*(6"(D3#4(01(08<674#"4(
#"*(<6110+$'I(

( ( G(C1'()7#8'D67-1(46(3'$<(8'(8#-'(1'"1'(6)(,68<$';(011C'1I(G(,#"(1''(*01<#7#4'(0*'#1(#"*(
0"4'27#4'(43'8(4376C23(K%'1(#"*L(430"-0"2I(G(8#-'(<60"41(643'71(*6("64(7'#*0$%(1''I(G"(*60"2(
16H(G()7#8'(';<'70'",'1(0"(,68<'$$0"2(#"*('"2#20"2(D#%1I(G(<#0"4(E0106"1(#"*(<76E0*'("'D(D#%1(
)67(<'6<$'(46(1''I(G(C1'(8'4#<3671(#"*(14670'1(46(*6(4301I(G(/"*(43'(14670'1(0"('E'7%*#%(
';<'70'",'1H(G(<'6<$'(/"*(43'8('#1%(46(C"*'714#"*I(M3'("'D(08#2'1(43#4()6$$6D(3'$<(<'6<$'(
46(4#-'(#,96"I(

( ( G"(3'$<0"2(643'71H(G(47%(46('8<#430&'(D043(43'8(#"*(C"*'714#"*(43'07("''*1I(G(20E'(43'8(
8%(#N'"96"(#"*('"'72%(+C4(G(#$$6D(43'8(46(+'(0"(,3#72'I(G"(';'7,010"2(0">C'",'H(G(47%(46('"76$$(
<'6<$'H("64()67,'(43'8H(0"("'D(*07',96"1I((G(0"E04'(<'6<$'(46(D67-(D043(8'I(G(C1'(*0#$62C'(46(
3'$<(<'6<$'(1C7)#,'(43'07(0*'#1H(#"*(43'"(G(D'#E'(43'8(462'43'7(D043(643'71(C"9$(D'(,7'#4'(
-"6D$'*2'(0"(7'#$(98'I(G"(#$$(6)(4301(G(47%(46(86*'$(43'(8'11#2'(6)(0"4'2704%H(276D43(#"*(
47#"1)678#96"I(

See you next time! 

o!O#E6704'(AC+P',41(

o!Q"6D$'*2'(!"#$%&'(")*

o!(G"4'7E0'D0"2()67(G")678#96"(

 R. (cont’d) 
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Second Workshop 

PowerPoint Presentation 

So Now What? 

Nathan Magyar 

5:00pm – 6:00pm T/Th 

753 Dennison 

September 18th – October 4th  

The Plan for Today 

o! !"#$%&'()*+,-(.'/)0"'%&1)

o! 23$45(67(8)!"#$%&'(")*

o! 93'(%#&(4&37):$%)93:$%;"<$3)

Self-Inventory Exercise #1:  

Knowledge Inventory 

=>"')?&36)$:)?3$45(67()6$)@$+)"5%("6@)A$//(//)

'>"')@$+);$/')4"3')'$)+/()&3)5&:()"36)&3)@$+%)

-$,B)

C )))D9ED)F3'>+/&"/;8)GHI*)$:)F1A(%</()

J ))))D9ED)F3'>+/&"/;8)G9IIGF)F1A(%</()

K )))))GH=)F3'>+/&"/;8)GHI*)$:)F1A(%</()

)L)))))))GH=)F3'>+/&"/;8)G9IIGF)F1A(%</()

Knowledge, Personified 

M+,5&.)*A("?&37)

N$3OM%$P'/)

*A"3&/>)

G"4@(%) I%"3/5"'$%)

Q.<#&/')

 S.  
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Interviewing for Information 

o! !"#$%&&#"&'()*+&(#"(,#-.,(/%#/,%(01#(."%(0#"2345(34(#"($.63,3."(

0371(8#9"(:%,;(#$(347%"%&7(

<%."(!"#$%&&#"(========='(

+>6(34(4%%;(#$(6#"%(34$#"6.?#4(.@#97(======='(71.4(+>A%(@%%4(.@,%(7#(:4;(#97(&#($."B(

+(71342(8#9(-#9,;(@%("%.,,8(1%,/$9,(7#(6%B(+>6(0#4;%"345(3$(8#9(-#9,;(&/."%(CD(63497%&((

#$(8#9"(?6%(713&(0%%2(#"(4%E7'($#"(6%(7#(&7#/(@8(8#9"(#F-%(.4;(.&2(8#9(&#6%(G9%&?#4&(

+(1.A%(.@#97(========B(H#9,;(+(6.2%(.(@"3%$(.//#3476%47(0371(8#9I(+>6(A%"8(5##;(.7((

#@&%"A345(?6%(,3637&B(+(#4,8(4%%;(7%4(63497%&'(@97(+>;(,32%(37(7#(@%(34(/%"&#4(".71%"(71.4(

J9&7(#A%"(71%(/1#4%(#"(71"#951(%K6.3,&B(L1.42&(A%"8(69-1($#"(8#9"(-#9"7%&8B(

*34-%"%,8'(

===========(

What do we talk about? 

o! M#0(;3;(8#9(5%7(34A#,A%;(0371(#"(@%-#6%(347%"%&7%;(34(713&(

:%,;N1#@@8N3&&9%N/.&&3#4NJ#@I(

o!O1.7(;#(8#9(,32%(71%(6#&7(.@#97(37I(

o!O1.7(;#(8#9(,32%(71%(,%.&7(.@#97(37I(

o!O1.7(&#"7(#$(-."%%"&(;#(&79;%47&(01#(&79;8(34(713&(

;%/."76%47(/9"&9%I(

o!O1#(%,&%(0#9,;(8#9(&955%&7(+(5#(7.,2(7#(01#(&1."%&(713&(

347%"%&7I(

o! H.4(+(9&%(8#9"(4.6%I(

o!P.8(+(7%,,(71%6(37(0.&(8#9(01#("%-#66%4;%;(71.7(+(7.,2(

0371(71%6I(

Q,0.8&(&%4;(.(LMQRS(TUV(4#7%W(

Preferred Working Conditions 

R#3&8(

*1."%;(*/.-%(

+47%".-7(0371(U71%"&(

<%.;(X93%7(

!%"&#4.,(*/.-%(

Y3Z,%(7#(4#(+47%".-?#4(

X93%7(M96(

*1."%;(#"(!%"&#4.,(*/.-%(

U--.&3#4.,(+47%".-?#4(

U71%"(+;%.&I(

The Party Exercise 

!($#"([\%.,3&?-](^(!%#/,%(01#(1.A%(.71,%?-(#"((

6%-1.43-.,(.@3,378'(/"%$%"(7#(0#"2(0371(#@J%-7&'((

6.-134%&'(7##,&'(/,.47&(#"(.436.,&'(#"(7#(@%(#97;##"&("($#"([H#4A%4?#4.,](^(!%#/,%(01#(,32%(7#(0#"2(0371(

(;.7.'(1.A%(-,%"3-.,(#"(496%"3-.,(.@3,378'(-.""8345(71345&(

(#97(34(;%7.3,(#"($#,,#0345(71"#951(#4(#71%"&_(34&7"9-?#4&(

#($#"([Q"?&?-](^(!%#/,%(01#(1.A%(."?&?-'(344#A.?A%'((

#"(34793?#4.,(.@3,3?%&'(.4;(,32%(7#(0#"2(34(94&7"9-79"%;(

&379.?#4&'(9&345(71%3"(36.534.?#4(#"(-"%.?A378(

$($#"([`47%"/"3&345](^(!%#/,%(01#(,32%(7#(0#"2(0371((

/%#/,%a34b9%4-345'(/%"&9.;345(#"(/%"$#"6345(#"((

,%.;345(#"(6.4.5345($#"(#"5.43c.?#4.,(5#.,&(#"($#"(

(%-#4#63-(5.34(

%($#"([*#-3.,](^(!%#/,%(01#(,32%(7#(0#"2(0371(/%#/,%a(

7#(34$#"6'(%4,3517%4'(1%,/'(7".34'(;%A%,#/'(#"(-9"%(71%6'(

(#"(."%(&23,,%;(0371(0#";&(

&($#"([34A%&?5.?A%](^(!%#/,%(01#(,32%(7#(#@&%"A%'(,%."4'(

34A%&?5.7%'(.4.,8c%'(%A.,9.7%'(#"(&#,A%(/"#@,%6&(

  S. (cont’d) 
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Second Workshop 

PowerPoint Presentation 

The Party Exercise 

!"

#" $"

%"&"

'"

Your Holland Code 

o!!"#$%&'(#)*'+,$-.$/'**-0)'$"1*$1$2#3*'+#$
2'+"$41)##)$*055#*+'-&*$31*#6$-&$+"#$
(1)'-0*$7#++#)*$'&$,-0)$8-771&6$9-6#:$$

See you next time! 

o!()*"&+,-./0-12"3",4-"5)62"7+8"5)+6,29"

    S. (cont’d) 
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Third Workshop 

PowerPoint Presentation 

So Now What? 
Nathan Magyar 

5:00pm – 6:00pm T/Th 

753 Dennison 

September 18th – October 4th 

The Plan for Today 

o!!"#$%&'$('")*+,%*-./0,1.$"#*

o!2,..3"4.$"#5*3"4*6'/5*

o!2,..,"*7,8*!"#$%&'$(*9:$5#',"5*

o!;303%1*<$5$3%=>*+,%*7,85*

Interviewing for Employment 
The Ten Commandments of  

Job Interviewing 

?@*A,"B#*,"01*),*3+#$%*03%)$*,%)3"'C3#',"5*D5:=>*35*#>$*E,%#:"$*FGGH*
•! ;.300*,%)3"'C3#',"5*I*JKL*,+*300*"$(*M,85N*

J@*A,"B#*>:"#*+,%*M,85*81*1,:%5$0+*
**************O5$*E%'$"45*3"4*E3.'01*

L@*A,*1,:%*>,.$(,%P*,"*#>$*,%)3"'C3#',"*8$+,%$*),'")*#>$%$*
•!*O5$*'"+,%.3#',"30*'"#$%&'$(5*3"4*#>$*'"#$%"$#N*

Q@*R&,'4*8$'")*'"#$%&'$($4*81*#>$*S:.3"*<$5,:%=$5*4$/3%#.$"#*
•!*O5$*T8%'4)$*/$,/0$U*#,*)$#*'"*=,"#3=#*('#>*#>$*/$%5,"*(>,*
*>35*#>$*/,($%*#,*>'%$*1,:**

F@*S,",:%*#>$*#'.$*0'.'#*1,:*.3P$*+,%*#>$*'"#$%&'$(@*
****A,*",#*,&$%5#31*1,:%*($0=,.$@*

•!*V3#=>*1,:%*(3#=>@*

W@*A,"B#*3//%,3=>*#>$*$./0,1$%*35*'+*1,:*($%$*3*M,8*8$))3%X*
>,/'")*#>$1*('00*,Y$%*1,:*3"1*P'"4*,+*3*M,8X*>,($&$%*>:.80$@*

•!*R#*#>$*$"4*,+*#>$*'"#$%&'$(X*35P*+,%*#>$*M,8N**

?G@*;$"4*3*#>3"PZ1,:*",#$*%')>#*3+#$%*#>$*'"#$%&'$(@**
* * * * * *

[@*\$*380$*#,*)'&$*$]3./0$5*,+*#>$*5P'005*1,:*=03'.5*#,*>3&$@*
•!*!+*1,:B%$*),'")*#,*=03'.*'#X*1,:*>3&$*#,*$]/03'"*'#N*

^@*A,"B#*5#$30*#>$*=,"&$%53#',"*3"4*,"01*#30P*38,:#*1,:%5$0+@*
•!*R5P*_:$5#',"5*38,:#*#>$*,%)3"'C3#',"*#,,@*
•!*JG*5$=,"4*#,*J*.'":#$*%$5/,"5$*%:0$*

`@*A,"B#*0$#*1,:%*%$5:.$*8$*#>$*,"01*#>'")*4'5=:55$4*4:%'")*#>$*M,8Z'"#$%&'$(@*
•!*a%$/3%$*+,%*#>$*'"#$%&'$(*('#>*1,:%*,("*3)$"43X*1,:%*,("*_:$5#',"5*3"4*
=:%',5'#'$5*38,:#*(>$#>$%*,%*",#*#>'5*M,8*b#5*1,:@*

Additional Job Interview Tips 

o!7,8*'"#$%&'$('")*I*A3#'")*

o!-./0,1$%5*3%$*"$%&,:5*#,,*

o!E$3%5*,+*#>$'%*,("*

o!9:$5#',"5*38,:#*1,:%*/35#*

o!a35#*!*a%$5$"#*/%,)%$55',"*

           T.  
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Fourth Workshop 

PowerPoint Presentation 

So Now What? 
Nathan Magyar 

5:00pm – 6:00pm T/Th 

753 Dennison 

September 18th – October 4th 

The Plan for Today 

•! !"#$%&'()%*+,&%'

•! -.,##&'

•! /*"0&1%*"2#%'-.,##&'()%*+,&%'

Which values APPly to you? 
What are “values”? 

•! /3%'2*4"5'4$6+47%'4*'8$*84&%'41'94$*'#,1%'

•! /3%'#%:"+9'94$';"06'64'#%"<%'

•! /3%'5,=%*%0+%'94$';"06'64'7".%',0'63%';4*#5''

Skills

s >4$*'
?"*%%*'

@,%#5'A'

B42'C' B42'D' B42'?'

/"&.'E' /"&.'EE'

-.,##'A' -.,##'F' -.,##'G' -.,##'H'

/"&.'EEE'

@,%#5'F'

B42'I' B42'('

!"#"$%&'()(*%$+",(-./"%0()(120"%34%(5"#362"%()(7$%/"20"%()(8$320"%()(74#09:"(5"#362"%(

74:/90"%(;%$/'3&(8"4/,"()(<326"%()(742=9&04%()(>9#3&3$2#()(74:/4#"%()(<492=(!"&4%=3#0(

<0920(?%03#0#(@(?23:$,(0%$32"%()(*$,"20(744%=32$04%()(7$:"%$(A/"%$04%($2=(732":$046%$/'"%(

</"&3$,(-B"&0#(8"4/,"()(742032930C(-=304%()(53%"&04%()(?##3#0$20#()(5%3+"%#()(D3%#0(?3=(8"4/,"(

?&04%()(8%4=9&"%()(?&&4920$20()(8"%#42$,(?##3#0$20#()(<"&%"0$%3"#(@(89E,3&3#0#!!

Lights, Camera, SKILLS! 

           U.  
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Fourth Workshop 

PowerPoint Presentation 

Skill Categories 

!"#$%&'()*

***!"$+'()*

*!"#$','()*

-(%,+.'()*

!""&/'(%0'()*

1(("2%0'()*

3+(0456'.'()*

**7%0%*

35&2'()*

3$5%8'()*

*95&6:%/'()*

3:$5&2'6'()*

1(60&:;0'()*

<5)"0'%0'()*

=5(0"&'()*

*95"$,5*

*>%(/,'()*

**?5(/'()*

=%('$:,%0'()*

7&'2'()@A$5&%0'()*

!"(0&",,'()*

9&5;'6'"(*B"&8'()*

3500'()*C$*

?4'()6*

1(
;&
5%
6'
(
)
,+
*3
'#

$
,5
*

1(
;&5%6'(

)
,+*7

'6;&50'"
(
%&+*

Transferable Skills 

3+(0456'.'()* =5(0"&'()* 3500'()*C$*

A:&*#"60*;"#$,5D*68',,6*04%0*;%(*&5,%05*0"*%,#"60*%(+*E"F*'(*%*)'25(*G5,/**

H*?&%(6I5&%F,5*38',,6*J***="&5*K&55/"#*'(*7%+L0"L7%+*?%686*
* * * * * ******="&5*M"F*A$$"&0:('0'56*
** * * * * ******K5N5&*!"#$50'0"&6*
* * * * * ******="&5*K";:65/*M"FL35%&;4*

?&%(6I5&%F,5*38',,6*O*?P-1?3*

Q>%6*,"06*"I*5(5&+RS*Q9%+6*%005(0'"(*0"*/50%',RS*QB"&86*N5,,*:(/5&*$&566:&5S*

Transferable Skills Stories 

TU! V":&*W"%,*

XU!3"#5*8'(/*"I*"F60%;,5*+":*I%;5/*

YU!-*/56;&'$0'"(*"I*N4%0*+":*/'/R*605$*F+*605$*

ZU!-*/56;&'$0'"(*"I*045*":0;"#5*"&*&56:,0*

[U!-*#5%6:&%F,5@\:%(0'G%F,5*60%05#5(0*"I*04%0*":0;"#5*

             U. (cont’d)  
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Fifth Workshop 

PowerPoint Presentation 

So Now What? 

Nathan Magyar 

5:00pm – 6:00pm T/Th 

753 Dennison 

September 18th – October 4th  

The Plan for Today 

•! !"#"$%&'("))$&*#+,#-./0&

•! 1/2"-$&

•! 3.45"#,&-%,4&6./&2&7.48),-,&$("))$&8"7-9/,&

Skills Inventory 
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Abstract 

Conducting a job-search is a tremendous undertaking for any working adult—let 
alone a recent college graduate who is doing it for the first time and who may not even 
have a particular job in mind. Offering powerful insights and exercises, Richard Bolles’ 
best-selling job-search book What Color Is Your Parachute? has helped millions of 
adults discover and land the job of their dreams. In an attempt to bring clarity and 
efficiency to undergraduates’ job-search process, I have taken Bolles’ most valuable 
lessons and exercises, and tailored them specifically to meet the greatest needs of college 
students. I designed and delivered a three-week long series of six workshops (complete 
with PowerPoint presentations and corresponding handouts) based on Bolles’ book to 
help my peers narrow down their career interests and expand their job-searching skills. At 
these workshops I inspired participants to discover potential career paths by taking them 
through a series of introspective exercises. The exercises asked them to reflect on their 
own interests, preferences and skills, and then steered participants’ reflections toward 
possible future jobs. I conducted the workshops on three separate occasions and 
ultimately recruited a total of 10 undergraduate participants. At the conclusion of each 
series, I measured the effect that the workshops had on the participants using a 
retrospective pre-test and post-test. I found that participants gained considerable insight 
into the job-search process and moderate clarity into their future job as a result of taking 
part in the workshops. Consequently, the larger implication of this project is that the 
science of job-searching is more easily learned and mastered than the art of self-
reflection. Although they have the potential to be of great help to young job-seekers, 
Richard Bolles’ introspective exercises require an extensive amount of time, effort and 
discipline that most young people are not willing or able to put forward by themselves. 
One solution to this obstacle, as derived from the most successful portion of the 
workshop series, is to ask students to go through the exercises with the help of a close 
friend or family member. By working one-on-one with someone who knows them well, 
students would have someone to assist them with brainstorming ideas and drawing out 
insights. Consequently, they would be less frustrated or intimidated by the exercises and 
more likely to make enlightening self-discoveries about their future career. 

 

Introduction 

 Imagine it is a Saturday afternoon and you have just walked into a department store. 

Right off the bat, you notice it. This is no ordinary department store. You are surrounded by 

cluttered racks of clothes and disheveled shelves of shoes. Unfortunately, nothing in the room 

has a size label on it. Even more unfortunate is the fact that you cannot recall your own 

measurements. You are about to turn around and walk out the door when you remember you 

have been told you cannot leave the store without purchasing something. Feeling unsure of 
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where to start, you begin to comb the aisles thinking, ‘Well…here goes nothing!’   

 Minutes pass into hours, hours into days, days into years as you relentlessly try on shirt 

after shirt, shoe after shoe. Nothing seems to fit! You pull on a promising-looking pair of pants 

only to find that they stop at your ankles. You slip into a shirt of your favorite color but quickly 

discover that it tears in the shoulder when you cross your arms. Nevertheless, you continue to 

search for the elusive item in the store that fits like a glove. Why? Because to waste money on 

uncomfortable clothes would be ridiculous!       

 Now imagine you have just graduated from college and you are embarking on a job-

search for the first time. You are surrounded by opportunities to intern at nonprofit agencies, 

volunteer abroad and work for Fortune 500 companies. Similar to the label-less items in the 

department store, none of the options before you come with any clear indicators that they are the 

right choice. And even you are uncertain about what the “right choice” might be for yourself. As 

tempting as it is to curl up in a ball under your cap and gown, you know you cannot go through 

life without a job. Feeling unsure of where to start, you begin your job-search thinking, 

‘Well…here goes nothing!’          

 For many people, the parallels between the department store described above and the 

working world don’t stop here. Weeks turn into months, months into years, years into careers 

spent in jobs that “don’t seem to fit.” We accept jobs at companies that interest us only to find 

that the work itself is not what we thought it would be. We work for an organization whose cause 

we support but it turns out we can’t stand our boss. However, unlike in the department store, we 

remain at these jobs instead of putting them back on the shelf. But, why? If we refuse to waste 

money on uncomfortable clothes, why are we so willing to waste time at unfulfilling jobs? 

Wouldn’t it be easier to simply know the characteristics of our dream job as clearly as we know 
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what size t-shirt we wear? If we can assess ourselves to find out the latter then, theoretically, 

there should also be a process of self-assessment that helps us discover the former; a process of 

self-exploration that enables us to find a job that revolves around our greatest passions in life, 

places us in working conditions and people environments that are conducive to our happiness 

and success, and makes the most of our strongest skills. In other words, a process that enables us 

to find our dream job!         

 Comprised of a series of introspective exercises, Richard Bolles’ best-selling job-search 

book is like an internal measuring tape. By interactively reading What Color Is Your Parachute?, 

job-seekers complete self-reflective exercises to determine what they are most passionate about, 

gauge the type of people and work environment that bring out their best work, calculate how 

they want their job to impact the world, and assess their experiences to identify their strongest 

skills. Coupled with helpful job-searching insights and job-interview tips, Bolles’ book of 

exploratory exercises takes job-seekers who were once hopelessly lost in the cluttered and 

disheveled job-searching world and guides them to the job that fits like a glove. I know this to be 

true because I have read What Color Is Your Parachute? from cover to cover and completed 

every exercise myself!                   

My Inspirational Parachute Experience       

 When I turned the first page of What Color Is Your Parachute?, I had no clue what I 

wanted to do after graduation. I was pursuing majors in Performance Acting, Spanish and 

Organizational Studies, and felt that I could use any of those concentrations to determine my 

future plans. I attended information sessions on law school, business strategy consulting, and 

Teach for America. Every option I encountered seemed to have its pros and cons. Then I found 

Bolles’ book. Instead of focusing on the overwhelming number of external opportunities, my 
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attention was guided inward. I thought deeply about what my biggest passions in life were, the 

sort of people with whom I most like to interact, and the greatest skills I had developed thus far 

in life. At the conclusion of Bolles’ book, it was clear that acting was the career for me! Had I 

not explored the aspects of my inner self as thoroughly as I had previously been investigating 

outside opportunities, I may never have seriously considered acting as a career choice.  

 Furthermore, without What Color Is Your Parachute? I would not have been inspired to 

conduct an honors thesis in Organizational Studies.  Looking for a project that could have a 

direct impact on my peers at The University of Michigan, I decided to essentially create a 

student-friendly version of Bolles’ book. I felt that minor adaptations to his insights and 

exercises were necessary because, after personally going through the Parachute process, I 

realized his book is aimed at a target audience that is much wider than the young job-seeker 

demographic. As a result, not all of the insights he offers and the exercises he suggests are as 

relevant/helpful to college students.  In making these adjustments, I condensed the most helpful 

elements of What Color Is Your Parachute? into six one-hour workshops. Using a combination 

of PowerPoint slides, prepared lectures/discussions and an extensive binder of interactive hand-

outs, I aimed to work with as many students on campus as possible to share what I had learned in 

the hopes of helping them feel more prepared for entering the world of work after graduation.         

My Thesis Advisor          

 I conducted my honors thesis with the support of my advisor: Professor Gretchen M. 

Spreitzer, Ph.D., Keith E. and Valerie J. Alessi Professor of Business Administration and 

Professor of Management & Organizations - The University of Michigan Ross School of 

Business. I had a strong desire to work with her because of her contributions to the creation of 

the Reflected Best-Self Portrait (RBS Portrait). Designed at the Ross School of Business’ Center 
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for Positive Organizational Scholarship, the RBS Portrait uses feedback from friends, family, co-

workers, etc, to reveal to an individual what he looks like when he is at his best. After requesting 

and receiving examples of times when others thought he was “at his best,” the individual 

organizes and analyzes his feedback to look for over-arching patterns or commonalities. The 

final product of this analysis is a descriptive account of tasks, circumstances, skill areas, etc, that 

allow the individual to thrive. Once completed, the RBS Portrait is a useful and enlightening tool 

that can be used as a future source of motivation and encouragement for working adults who find 

themselves feeling lax at their jobs—or, as I saw it, another avenue by which recent college 

graduates could discover the direction of their future career (Quinn et al, 2003).    

 I was inspired to incorporate Professor Spreitzer’s work because I saw two key 

similarities between Bolles’ book and the RBS Portrait. Firstly, both were concerned with 

increasing working adults’ job satisfaction. Secondly, they each were rather intimate, personal 

approaches that used reflection and self-discovery as a means to future happiness. The one major 

difference between them—and, where I thought these two approaches would complement each 

other nicely—was that the work called for by Bolles’ book was quite singularly reliant on the 

job-seeker to bring about self-discovery, whereas the RBS Portrait used the outside observations 

of others to achieve the same result. Between the two methods, I believed workshop participants 

would receive a well-rounded view of themselves and what their future plans might look like.  
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Methodology 

Workshop Design and Development  

 I assembled a majority of the handouts and PowerPoint slides while participating in the 

2012 Community Based Research Fellowship (CBRF), a summer research program offered by 

the University of Michigan’s Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program. Partnering 

undergraduate students who have a passion for research with local nonprofit businesses, CBRF 

was an ideal setting to prepare and conduct a pilot version of my thesis. I was provided with this 

opportunity because my partner organization, the Ann Arbor Center for Independent Living, was 

looking to build on the resources of its career guidance center. The workshops took place in 

room 2062 of Palmer Commons for one hour, twice a week from July 5th to July 23rd, 2012. At 

the end of the summer, I had a pilot-tested workshop series to carry with me into the fall 

semester for my honors thesis. In exchange for sponsoring the project, the Ann Arbor Center for 

Independent Living received a complete copy of my notes, handouts and PowerPoint slides to 

replicate and use with consumers in the future.        

Recruitment           

 After the pilot series I went on to hold two more rounds of the workshops. Although I 

spent considerable time and effort before each round of the workshops preparing handouts, 

planning discussion questions and creating PowerPoint slides, I found the most difficult step in 

all three rounds to be the recruitment of participants.       

 My most successful recruiting efforts yielded six participants for the pilot series over the 

summer. Under pressure to begin the workshops before a rapidly approaching deadline and 

facing a lack of students still on campus for the summer, I reached out to people whom I knew 

personally instead of opting for a mass-marketing campaign. I sent twelve people an 
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individualized email describing my project and asked them if they were interested in attending 

the workshops. In retrospect, my 50% response rate was most likely due to the individualized, 

personal nature of the email, which can be found in the appendix (Document A). In fact, at the 

conclusion of the pilot series one of the participants shared with me, “That personal email was a 

nice touch. You made me feel compelled to respond and say ‘yes.’”    

 In the fall, I hoped to have the same kind of success rate with broader recruiting tactics.  

With the goal of attaining a minimum of 40 participants, I wanted to advertise the workshops as 

widely as possible and reach as many students as I could. To do so, I contacted a group of people 

whom I thought could be a direct line to every student on campus: academic advisors. I figured 

that they would be an efficient means for advertising the workshops because they already 

distribute career-related information to students, and (in theory) through their channels I would 

be able to get the word out to every student at the University! I also emailed a handful of 

administrators and professors (Document B).       

 Each advisor, faculty member, or staff member received two emails from me. The first 

email introduced myself and my thesis (Document C). The second email was the advertisement 

ready to be sent out to students (Document D).  Two email recipients responded that they were 

not able/willing to forward the workshop advertisement because it was against their policy’s use 

of the department/student listserv. Another small group of faculty and staff were gracious in 

forwarding the information to their students. A majority of the advisors, faculty and staff whom I 

emailed, however, did not provide a response indicating action one way or the other. 

 To create more awareness of the workshops on campus, I printed off and posted over 60 

full-page flyers in central campus buildings (Document E). I posted flyers in the Undergraduate 

Library, East Hall, the School of Social Work Career Center, the Ross School of Business Career 
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Services Center, the LSA Career Center, the Union, the Sociology Department office, the 

Newnan Academic Advising Center, North Quadrangle, Language Resource Center, Sweetland 

Writing Center, the MLB, and the RLL Department Office.     

 Not forgetting the power of personal connections, I also presented the opportunity to 

participate in the workshops to the junior and senior Organizational Studies cohorts during their 

respective OS 310 and OS 410 class periods. Of the two cohorts, seventeen juniors and ten 

seniors signed up to receive more information about the workshops, which I immediately sent 

out along with a scheduling doodle poll. On the doodle poll, interested students had the choice of 

selecting their preferred range of dates and times to attend the workshops:  

  5:00-6:00PM Mondays and Wednesdays, September 17th-October 3rd, 2012 

  5:00-6:00PM Tuesdays and Thursdays, September 18th-October 4th, 2012 

5:00-6:00PM Mondays and Wednesdays, October 8th-October 24th, 2012 

5:00-6:00PM Tuesdays and Thursdays, October 9th-October 25th, 2012 

Banking on all interested participants responding to the doodle poll, I planned to find the one or 

two most convenient timeframes in which to offer the workshops.     

 After a week of no responses to my initial follow up email or entries on the doodle poll, I 

sent out a friendly reminder email to those who had signed up to hear more or had individually 

expressed interest after seeing the flyer. I received replies from two current Michigan students, 

with whom I set up a mutually agreeable day and time to meet in Room 750 of the Dennison 

Building. I held the workshops from 5:00PM-6:00PM starting Monday September 17th and 

ending Wednesday October 3rd, 2012. Due to a lack of response to my recruiting efforts, I was 

unable to hold additional rounds of the workshops in the fall.    

 In a final attempt to collect a few more participants before concluding the research-
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gathering stage of my thesis, I reached out to the place where my work first began: the Ann 

Arbor Center for Independent Living (CIL). Using the contacts of the Youth Services 

Coordinator at The CIL, Anna Gossage-Dusbiber, I was able to work with two more participants 

twice a week from 5:00PM to 6:00PM, Monday January 7th to Wednesday January 23rd, 2012 at 

the Ann Arbor CIL.          

 Although the meager results of my recruitment efforts were frustrating and disappointing, 

they taught me the value of face-to-face advertising and how much time and effort are required 

when gathering participants for an event or study. My presentations to the OS 310 and 410 

classes generated quite a bit of interest in the workshops, much more interest than any of the 

email or flyer advertising tactics. I suppose students responded more positively to my face-to-

face recruiting tactic because it was a more personable and direct appeal. Rather than simply 

reading an anonymous flyer, they were able to see, talk to, and connect with the person that 

would be instructing them, which perhaps was more inviting, comforting or interesting.   

 Another lesson that I learned from my recruiting efforts was how much time is required 

to gather a sufficient number of people for a study. Prior to every round of the workshops, the 

time I was able to devote to recruiting participants was never any greater than two or three 

weeks.  Perhaps if I had been able to recruit for several months or employ the help of other 

people, I would have collected more participants.       

 Additionally, my recruiting tactics did not involve extrinsically motivating factors, which 

also may have contributed to the lower-than-expected turnout. Perhaps if I had charged a 

nominal fee for participation, greater priority and value would have been associated with 

participation.  I might also have experienced more success if I had offered “FREE PIZZA at the 

first workshop!”, or enticed students with the opportunity to win a gift card for enrolling, or been 
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able to pay students $10 in cash for attending each workshop. At the time of my recruiting 

efforts, I was hoping that the intrinsic rewards of the program (e.g., job-searching tips, clarity 

into one’s future career, personal growth, etc.) would be enough to peak students’ interest. 

Looking back now, though, I realize that some sort of monetary or tangible incentive was needed 

to collect my ideal number of participants, especially with university students who have busy 

academic, extracurricular, and social calendars.          

Participant Demographics        

 Despite three separate recruiting initiatives, I was only able to collect a total of 10 

participants for the workshop series: 6 females and 4 males; 8 University of Michigan 

undergraduates and 2 current students at Washtenaw Community College; one sophomore, five 

juniors, three seniors and one recent graduate; three African-American students, two Asian 

students, and five Caucasian students. Workshop participants were majoring in one or a 

combination of the following academic areas: Aerospace Engineering, Anthropology, Business, 

Communications, Drama, English, Environmental Science, Journalism, Psychology, Public 

Policy, and Statistics. The six participants who agreed to participate in the workshops over the 

summer did so because they were good friends or former classmates of mine. The two 

participants who signed up and attended all of the workshops in the fall joined the program after 

hearing about it from a friend in the Organizational Studies department. At the Ann Arbor Center 

for Independent Living in the winter, the two participants committed to the workshops because 

they were regular participants in other events and activities hosted by that nonprofit organization. 

The Retrospective Pre-Test and Post-Test (Document F)     

 My primary goal in conducting these workshops was to have a positive impact on my 

peers at The University of Michigan. To quantify and qualify the workshops’ effectiveness, I 
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used a retrospective pre-test and post-test design where participants answered two surveys 

consisting of the same questions with one major distinction: for the first survey, they answered 

questions by thinking back retrospectively to their awareness of self and job-search knowledge 

before the workshop series; for the second survey, they answered questions by thinking about 

their present awareness of self and job-search knowledge after the workshop series.  

 I chose this style of assessment for several reasons. Firstly, it would have been impossible 

for me to empirically observe or measure their self and job-search knowledge myself. Asking 

participants to self-report, then, was the next best option. Secondly, I decided against the idea of 

a traditional pre and post-test because I was concerned that participants would not properly 

interpret the language of the questions. I determined that in order for them to formulate an 

informed answer, and avoid underestimating or overestimating how much they knew before the 

workshops, they would have to go through the program to have valid responses (Klatt & Powell, 

2005).             

 I also purposely chose to include in the retrospective pre-test and post-test a mix of Likert 

scale and short answer questions. The Likert scale responses allowed me to form an objective, 

numerical before-and-after comparison of participants’ self and job-search knowledge. The short 

answer questions, conversely, permitted me to subjectively analyze the difference between 

participants’ self and job-search understanding prior to and following the workshops. They gave 

me insight into whether or not they learned to talk about/describe themselves differently over the 

course of the program.         

 The design of the retrospective pre-test and post-test, however, is not without its flaws. 

While it is true that participants could better understand the nature of the questions after the 

workshops were finished, participants were also then inherently put in a biased position. It may 
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have been more difficult for them to accurately recall the true extent of their previous self and 

job-search knowledge once they had already (presumably) gained new insight. The difference 

between how much they knew about themselves and job-searching might have turned out to be 

greater than what was reported if they had taken the pre-test before the workshops.  However, it 

is also possible that their pre and post-test responses already differed too much. Participants may 

have fallen victim to the problem of social desirability. They may have been influenced by a 

desire to show improvement or please me, the researcher, and therefore reported more drastic 

improvements than what was true (Klatt & Powell, 2005).  One last point to take into account 

when considering the workshops’ statistical impacts on participants is the small sample size. My 

original plan was to collect around 40 students, enough participants to be able to report 

statistically significant results. My actual sample size was ultimately much smaller.   

The Workshops 

Overview 

 In addition to having a positive impact on my peers at the University, another super-

objective of the workshop series was to provide participants with a set of alternatives—

alternative words for describing themselves, alternative characteristics of their dream job, and 

alternative ways of searching for that job. To identify these words, characteristics and methods, 

the workshop series focused specifically on exercises and insights that would help participants 

think and talk about themselves and their career interests in varied and, hopefully, expanded 

ways.              

 The first workshop aimed to enhance participants’ knowledge of alternative job-search 

methods. It also prompted them to reflect on what their favorite subject areas were (academic or 
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otherwise), and how those areas might relate to potential jobs. This reflection activity was called 

the “Knowledge Inventory Exercise.” Day one of the workshop series additionally introduced the 

first step in a three-part interview skill development process. The first step was called 

“Interviewing for Fun.” Lastly, participants received instructions on how to go about completing 

the Reflected Best Self Portrait.         

 After completing the “Knowledge Inventory Exercise” during the second workshop, 

participants were then asked to consider two other factors that would be very helpful in 

identifying their future dream job: the type of people with whom they most like to work and the 

type of working conditions that bring out the best in them. The “Party Exercise” presented 

participants with six different personality types and asked them to choose which three they most 

enjoyed, ultimately showing them the type of people with whom they most liked working. The 

“Working Conditions Exercise” required participants to brainstorm a list of undesirable working 

conditions they had experienced and then turned that list inside-out to reveal a set of desirable 

working conditions. Participants also learned about the second step in the interview skill 

development process, “Interviewing for Information,” where they spoke with professors and 

GSIs about jobs related to their chosen course of study.       

 The third workshop focused on the final step in the interview skill development process, 

the actual job interview. Participants received job interview tips and practiced formulating 

responses to common job interview questions.       

 At the fourth workshop, participants thought about how their future career should align 

with their personal values using the “Values Exercise.” They also began the most extensive 

exercise of the workshop series, the “Skills Inventory Exercise,” for which they had to write 7 

personal stories of times when they faced an obstacle and overcame it.    
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 The fifth workshop gave participants time to complete the “Skills Inventory Exercise.” 

Once they wrote their stories, participants had to analyze them and identify particular skills that 

they used. They ultimately selected ten skills they believed to be their strongest and composed a 

statement about each one. Every statement included the skill, a trait or two that described how 

they carried out the skill, and a few details from one of their stories to illustrate a time when they 

used that skill. During the latter half of the fifth workshop, participants also completed their 

Reflected Best Self Portrait.          

 The sixth and final workshop summarized the various exercises and insights that the 

series covered. Participants were also provided with additional advice on how to use and expand 

upon the work they did during the workshops. The participants’ last step in the process was 

completion of the retrospective pre-test and post-test.  

The First Workshop1 

 Job-Search Tips (Document G)          

  It might seem counter-intuitive to discuss job-search methods before addressing what job 

a person might be seeking. But, I chose to begin the workshop series in this fashion in order to 

get participants to better appreciate the value of the exercises they were about to complete. In the 

opening few minutes of the workshop, I asked participants, “What job-search methods do you 

think are available to you? Which do you think are most effective?” As I expected, most of them 

responded that “the internet” or “friends and family” were their go-to means for learning about 

job opportunities. I then asked to them, “But what if there was an even better way? A job-search 

method that took all of your personal interests, preferences and abilities into account to find you 

the job you were most suited for? Would that be something of interest to you?” After I peaked 

                                                        
1 The PowerPoint slides from the first workshop can be seen in the appendix, Document R. 
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their curiosity, I then discussed ten job-search methods and their effectiveness at getting people 

jobs, starting with the least effective and saving the best (and most mysterious) for last!  

 To the surprise of many participants, in the #10 slot at the bottom of the job-search 

methods list was the internet. According to Bolles, searching for job postings online only results 

in someone getting a job 4% to 10% of the time. The reason for this low percentage is largely 

due to the fact that job-seekers and employers usually look for each other in the exact opposite 

way. Job seekers prefer methods that are quick, easy, and provide the maximum number of job 

opportunities (e.g., emailing their resume in mass quantities or filling out online applications). 

Employers, on the other hand, tend to avoid such methods because they rarely result in good 

hiring decisions. When they don’t know or haven’t met the person they are considering for a job, 

they have much less knowledge of who the applicant is as a person, how they work, what their 

habits are, how well they fit in with the company, etc. Instead, employers prefer to hire people 

from within the organization; people whom they know and whose work they trust. The 

impersonal and unreliable nature of the internet, then, often makes it an employer’s “last resort.” 

The result is a high volume of job-seekers pursuing a low quantity of opportunities (Bolles, pp. 

52-54).            

 The ninth most successful job-search method, sending out one’s resume, also has a very 

low job-yielding percentage: 7%. Whether a person sends out tens of hundreds of copies of their 

resume to Human Resources departments or posts it on a resume website for companies to 

consider, the same conundrum of too many job-seekers and too few employers using this method 

surfaces. One resume website even shared that in a three-month period, only 850 employers 

looked at any of the 85,000 resumes on the site (p. 61) “The moral of the story here,” I told 

participants, “Is that a good resume, while essential to any job-search, will not sell itself.”  
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 Answering want ads in professional journals and newspapers are the 8th and 7th most 

successful job-search techniques, respectively. Only 7% of job-seekers find employment through 

professional journals and between 5% and 24% obtain jobs from newspaper ads. The low 

volume of opportunities advertized and high volume of readers diminishes this technique’s 

success rate. There is variation when it comes to how many people find jobs through newspaper 

ads, however, because many low-paying positions are filled this way. The higher salary a person 

seeks, though, the less likely she is to find it in the “Help Wanted” section (p. 62).  

 Like newspaper ads, employment agencies can be a useful way to connect with a job 

opportunity if the desired salary is relatively low, which makes it the 6th most successful 

technique. People gain employment between 5% and 28% of the time with this approach.  

 The chances of finding a job by means of any of the methods discussed so far are 

relatively low because, as cited previously, employers do not know the job-seeker or don’t have 

a good way of getting to know them. The use of an employment agency, however, is on the right 

track. Although the agency cannot personally vouch for the job-seeker’s abilities, they can serve 

a bridge to a number of potential opportunities (p. 62).     

 The 5th most successful job-search technique also involves using people as bridges to 

potential opportunities, but this time those people can vouch for the job-seeker: her friends and 

family. It is helpful in any job-search to have as many eyes looking for opportunities as possible. 

And the more specific the job-seeker can be in what she is looking for, the better. With the help 

of friends and family, a job-seeker’s chances of finding a job rise to 33% (p. 63).   

 Identifying companies of interest and knocking on their doors to inquire about any 

openings is the 4th best job-search method, with a 47% success rate. This technique is five times 

more effective at landing people jobs than sending out mass quantities of resumes because the 
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job-seeker is putting herself in front of the employer, not just a piece of paper. It is rare for job-

seekers to put forth such effort these days, so employers take notice when they do. Knocking on 

a company’s door, armed with questions and comments about the organization, impresses the 

employer and thus, greatly increases job-seekers’ likelihood of obtaining a job (p. 64).  

 The 3rd most successful job-search method came as a surprise to many participants. Using 

the yellow pages to identify and contact companies of interest to inquire about openings is nine 

times more successful than sending out resumes at landing people jobs. Job-seekers who make 

targeted phone calls in this manner find jobs 65% of the time (p. 64).    

 The 2nd most successful job-search method is, in my opinion, one of the most difficult to 

execute well. Creating a “job club” with fellow job-seekers to identify and contact potential 

employers results in employment 70% of the time—if it is done right. The most successful job 

club, according to Bolles, did nothing but job-search full-time for two weeks. With several pairs 

of eyes on everyone’s job-search for such an extensive amount of time, it’s no wonder this 

approach worked so well (p. 64).         

 Finally, after discussing nine out of the ten most common ways to search for a job, I 

arrived at the mysterious #1 method. With an 86% success rate, the number one job-search 

method that Bolles recommends is performing a self-inventory through a series of introspective 

exercises (p. 66). “An effective job-search,” I explained to participants, “is achieved through 

specificity; specificity in what the subject of the work is, what the people, environment and 

working conditions are like, how the job aligns with personal values and how it utilizes a 

person’s most complex skills. In order to gain specificity in all those domains, we have to take a 

good look at ourselves and our preferences.  And that is exactly what these workshops are all 

about.  My goal at the end of these six sessions is to provide you with the knowledge and clarity 
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you need about yourself in order to pursue the job you’ve always wanted.”    

 Having established the value of the workshops’ upcoming insights and exercises, I 

launched participants on their journey of self-discovery with the “Knowledge Inventory 

Exercise.”                  

Beginning the Knowledge Inventory Exercise (Document H)    

 A person’s job happiness depends on many things, one of which is whether or not the job 

is centered around a subject area that he not only knows a lot about but also enjoys. According to 

Bolles, the best way to go about identifying that subject area is by completing a knowledge 

inventory (pp. 200-205). Now, it is no easy task to recall everything we have studied or enjoyed 

learning about throughout our lives; nor is it a quick process to sort through all of our 

acquired/favorite knowledge to draw out inspiration for a potential career. But it can be done!  

 To begin the exercise, participants were first prompted with a question: “What sort of 

knowledge do you already possess that you most want to use in your life and at your job?” Then 

they were encouraged, regardless of how much they knew about a subject or how much they 

enjoyed it, to list any and every subject area they had studied in one of four columns. These 

columns represented four different points/areas in life in which they may have acquired 

knowledge: High School, College, On-the-Job (such as an internship, part-time job or volunteer 

experience), and Home/Leisure2. In order to ensure that they did not forget or leave out any areas 

of knowledge, participants were given additional time until the next workshop to revisit the chart 

and add to it when something to came to their mind. The “Knowledge Inventory Exercise” would 

be completed at the following workshop.           

                                                        
2 Bolles’ original knowledge categories were “Studied in High School/College,” “Learned on the 
job,” “Workshops/Seminars,” “Learned at home,” and “Hobbies.”  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Interviewing for Fun (Document I)        

 Setting the “Knowledge Inventory Exercise” aside, I subsequently moved on to introduce 

an interview skill-building exercise called, “Interviewing for Fun” (Bolles, p. 108). 

 Interviewing is an integral part of the job-search process. But for many job-seekers, it is 

also one of the most nerve-wracking of experiences. Understandably, many people are 

intimidated by the thought of having to talk to someone they don’t know. Assuming that at least 

some participants might feel this way, I decided to try to help them get past this fear by coaching 

them through the following activity. First, they were encouraged to think of a hobby or interest 

of theirs. Then they were told to find and contact a specific person they could talk to about that 

subject and, lastly, go talk to them!         

 After observing participants’ reluctance to this exercise in the pilot series, I slightly 

altered the exercise for the remaining two rounds. Instead asking participants to call or email a 

total stranger with a request to chat for a few minutes, I encouraged them to look for 

opportunities where they could essentially make small talk with people they didn’t know. 

Whether they were waiting for a bus or sitting at their desk before class, participants were 

surrounded by opportunities to practice their conversation skills, and I emplored them to take 

advantage of those opportunities. “After all,” I said to participants, “in a job interview, we are 

most likely going to be speaking with someone we’ve never met before, so it is good practice to 

learn how to conduct oneself in that sort of situation.”                      

Beginning the Reflected Best Self Portrait (Document J)      

 Before wrapping up the first workshop, I also introduced participants to the “Reflected 

Best Self Portrait” (RBS Portrait), a supplemental exercise that I believed would be very helpful 

to them. Designed by my thesis advisor, Professor Gretchen M. Spreitzer, along with Professor 
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Robert E. Quinn and Professor Jane E. Dutton, the RBS Portrait uses a collection of short 

descriptions provided by people who know an individual well to illustrate to them what they look 

like when they are at their best. These descriptions can come from family members, friends, 

coworkers, coaches, teammates, etc. As described by its creators, the RBS Portrait “brings to our 

attention how others see us when we are at our best, deepens our knowledge of what work 

situations stimulate us to be at our best, reveals paths for personal and work-related growth, and 

serves as a source of encouragement when we might be feeling down in the future” (Quinn et al, 

2003).            

 To begin assembling their RBS Portrait, participants took the following steps. First they 

identified 10 to 20 respondents, people who would provide them with descriptions and feedback 

about when they were at their best. The more diverse their pool of respondents was, the better. 

Ideally they would hear back from 10 people. Next, they were asked to send out an email using 

the feedback request template provided by Professors Spreitzer, Quinn and Dutton. “Later on in 

the workshop series,” I told participants, “we’ll revisit this exercise. Once you all have received 

your feedback, we will analyze it, organize it, and draw out key insights from it, identifying 

common threads, establishing themes and connecting examples.”                    

First Workshop Thoughts and Reflections       

 The first workshop had both successful and challenging aspects to it. Participants were 

very excited and eager to learn about the ten most common job-search methods. In every round, 

they seemed to easily absorb Bolles’ insights and adopt his way of thinking as their own. I could 

see the wheels turning in their heads as the discussion of each job-search method unfolded, 

inspiring them to reconsider which job-search techniques they would use in the future.  

 However, participants consistently had a more difficult time buying into the “Knowledge 
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Inventory Exercise” and “Interviewing for Fun” activity. They were willing to engage in the 

knowledge inventory, but they struggled when it came to coming up with subject areas to place 

in each category. When I completed the exercise myself, I was able to list 20 or more subjects in 

most categories. But some participants had trouble coming up with 20 subjects in total. I hoped 

that giving them more time to complete the chart before the next workshop would produce better 

results than what I was observing, but there was no way to ensure that they would spend the 

necessary time on the exercise. Unable to “hold their hand” throughout the entirety of the 

exercise, I realized I would have to make the most of whatever results participants provided.

 The “Interviewing for Fun” activity also had its challenges. Participants understood what 

they were being asked to do, but they were so uncomfortable at the thought of doing it (and 

again, I had no way to ensure that they followed through) that I doubt any of them ever contacted 

a person with a mutual interest and had a conversation. Some of them may have tried to make 

small talk with classmates or fellow students on the bus, but whenever I asked how the 

“interviews for fun” were going in subsequent workshops I was always met with silence or 

awkward shrugs. In my personal experience, I frequently embraced opportunities to chat with 

strangers while waiting for the bus on campus and found it to be a fun and interesting experience. 

And the more I did it, the more comfortable I became. If I were to do this activity again, I would 

bring a few people in to briefly chat with participants during the workshop, instead of leaving it 

up to participants to find and interview people on their own. The activity and its purpose would 

remain the same (a short conversation about a mutual topic of interest) only I would be able to 

ensure that participants were actively engaged in doing so, thereby creating a real and hopefully 

reinforcing experience for participants.       
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Lastly, the introduction to the RBS Portrait went smoothly. Like the job-search 

techniques discussion, the RBS Portrait got participants excited. Everyone was able to easily 

identify at least ten people to ask for feedback, and they understood how the exercise was going 

to progress. 

The Second Workshop3 

Completing the Knowledge Inventory Exercise (Document H, cont’d)  

 Two days after the first workshop, I met with participants again to finish the knowledge 

inventory they had begun. Once they finished filling out the initial chart with all of the subject 

areas they could think of, participants were asked to organize those topics into four new 

categories: 1) subjects they liked and knew a lot about, 2) subjects they liked but knew only a 

little about, 3) subjects they didn’t like but knew a lot about, and 4) subjects they didn’t like and 

didn’t know a lot about. From these four categories—and, ideally from the first two—

participants then chose three subject areas and brainstormed individually how each one might be 

used in a single job.           

 During the self-brainstorm period participants were given a hint: ‘to come up with a 

dream job based on your favorite knowledge areas, start by thinking of a subject area’s job title 

equivalent.’  For example, if a participant’s three favorite subject areas were cycling, drawing, 

and advertising, the respective/related job title equivalents might be a bicycle salesman, a 

graphic designer, and a copywriter. Having conceived of each subject area’s career equivalent, 

the final step in the “Knowledge Inventory Exercise” was to create a job (imaginary or real) that 

combined all three subjects/job titles. For the participant thinking about how the work of a 

                                                        
3 The PowerPoint slides from the second workshop can be seen in the appendix, Document S. 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bicycle salesman, a graphic designer and a copywriter might come together, results might have 

included: an ad designer for a national bicycle manufacturer like Trek or Electra, a photographer 

for Adventure Cyclist Magazine, or a Brand Communications position at REI (Recreational 

Equipment, Inc.).          

 To inspire as much creativity in participants as possible during this exercise, I told them, 

“It is more important that your ideas revolve around subject areas that interest and excite you, 

and less so that they are ‘within the realm of possibilities.’ Even if you feel like the jobs you 

come up with are absolutely wild and out of the question, chances are there’s somebody out there 

in the world doing it already, which means you can too! And, if there really isn’t anyone out 

there doing it, YOU get to be the first! Some employer out there is probably waiting for you!” 

 I also added, “By doing this inventory before beginning your job-search, you are saving 

yourselves a lot of time and unhappiness working at jobs that don’t align with, or even pertain to 

your interests. It is unlikely for a dream job to materialize right out of college, but we can know 

why and where we are headed. If necessary, you can always begin by volunteering or interning at 

the company/organization where your dream job resides, and eventually work your way up!” 

After ten to fifteen minutes of dream job brainstorming, it was time to move on to the next 

exercise.               

People Party Exercise (Document K)       

 Called the “People Party,” the next exercise in the workshop series explored the type of 

people with whom participants best worked (Bolles, pp. 206-210). Before diving into the 

exercise I explained to them, “When working at a job, being happy is about more than just liking 

the work itself. We can be doing something about which we are very passionate, but find 

ourselves not enjoying it because we are working with the wrong people. It is very important, 
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then, that we consider this factor and know what our preferences are.”    

 While completing the exercise, participants imagined themselves in the following 

scenario4: You have been invited to a Hollywood party attended by some of tv and film’s most 

famous characters. You arrive at the party after walking down the red carpet and enter the main 

room, in which you observe six different casts. Each of these casts represent six distinct 

personality types.           

 After reviewing all of the representational tv and film characters’ personality 

descriptions, participants were asked, “If you could only spend time with one of these groups 

during the party, which group would that be?” Once they made their choice, they were told, 

“Actually, the cast you chose had to get back to filming. If you could pick another group, which 

one would it be?” Lastly they were asked to make a third choice. The three groups they chose 

and their symbolic letters (e.g., “C” for “Conventional”) made up their “Holland Code,” which 

told them what sort of people they most enjoyed being around and therefore with whom they 

would most enjoy working. To summarize their Holland Code, students were instructed to take 

phrases or words from each group’s personality description and put it in their own words (a 

direct step toward developing their alternative vocabulary). One participant remarked after 

writing her Holland Code summary, “This might actually come in handy at a job interview. If I 

get asked to describe myself or what type of people I like working with, now I have an answer!” 

 But the benefits of the “People Party Exercise” didn’t stop there. Participants were also 

able to use their Holland Code as a means of exploring what sort of careers were associated with 

their preferred people-types. Per Bolles’ recommendation, I led participants to the University of 

                                                        
4 Bolles’ “People Party Exercise” did not associate each personality type with a cast of tv or film 
characters. I came up with these connections myself to make the scenario more engaging and to 
better clarify the descriptions of each personality type. 
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Missouri-Columbia’s Career Center website. On this website was a unique and useful tool called 

“The Career Interests Game” where students can, at no cost, find out which jobs are most 

commonly associated with each personality type.                 

Working Conditions Exercise (Document L)     

 Following the “People Party Exercise,” during the second workshop participants were 

taken through the “Working Conditions Exercise” (Bolles, pp. 210-214). Similar to the 

“Knowledge Inventory Exercise,” where participants had to take stock of the many subjects on 

which they had knowledge, the “Working Conditions Exercise” asked them to recall all of the 

environments in which they had worked, volunteered, interned or studied5. Although it is usually 

not at the forefront of many job-seekers’ minds while they are job-searching, the physical and 

cultural environment of the work place can actually have a tremendous impact on an employee’s 

productivity, or lack thereof.  For example, if a job-seeker knows that he does not thrive in a 

noisy, crowded, bustling environment, then he will focus his job search on smaller organizations 

where employees are more likely to work in private offices. To learn these kinds of things about 

themselves, and consequently narrow down their job searches, participants completed the 

“Working Conditions Exercise.”        

 After listing all the places where participants worked, volunteered, interned and/or 

studied, they listed two or three things that they disliked about each place (e.g., too loud, too little 

responsibility, too much supervision, etc.). From there, they prioritized the environmental factors 

they came up with, from most disliked to least disliked. After that, participants wrote the 

opposite of every factor on their list of dislikes (e.g., quiet, ample responsibility, opportunities to 

                                                        
5 Bolles’ original “Working Conditions Exercise” only encompassed environments in which 
people had “worked.” I broadened the scope of the exercise to include places where participants 
might have volunteered, interned or studied so that, as students, if they did not have many 
“work” experiences from which to draw, they could pull meaning from other environments. 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be independent, etc.). What they were left with was an organized list of working conditions that 

were most important to them and their future job happiness. Sometimes these working conditions 

pertained to the physical work environment (indoors vs. outdoors, isolated vs. crowded, quiet vs. 

noisy) and other times they concerned people or tasks (a boss that allows creativity and freedom, 

a constant flow of new and challenging tasks, a focus on teamwork vs. independent work, etc). It 

varied from one participant to another.              

Interviewing for Information (Document M)      

 To wrap up the workshop, I revealed the second interview skill-building exercise: 

“Interviewing for Information,” which gave participants the opportunity to practice their 

conversational skills while also gaining helpful career advice (Bolles, pp. 108-112).   

 During the “Interviewing for Information” exercise, participants sought out Graduate 

Student Instructors (GSI’s) and professors whose fields of study related to their major or career 

interests. Participants then set up and went to an appointment with them where they interviewed 

the GSI or professor for information on what careers students in their department pursue after 

graduation. While doing these informational interviews they took with them a series of suggested 

questions.  Participants seemed more willing to follow through on this interview skill-building 

activity than they did the previous one. I encouraged them to not only reach out to professors 

whose courses they had taken, but also those who they might not have known.                    

Second Workshop Thoughts and Reflections     

 Unfortunately, the latter half of the “Knowledge Inventory Exercise” proved to be as 

difficult for participants to complete as the first half. Just as they struggled to identify subject 

areas for the initial chart, they also had a hard time brainstorming potential dream jobs. Part of 

this difficulty, I believe, stemmed from the fact that the entire fruitfulness of the “Knowledge 
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Inventory Exercise” directly depended on how much time a participant devoted to each segment. 

If he didn’t spend much time filling out the beginning knowledge inventory chart or didn’t 

transfer information from that chart to the Favorite Subjects matrix, there’s a good chance he 

missed out on a subject area that could have been the center piece to his dream job brainstorming 

session.  Likewise, if he didn’t devote much time to brainstorming, he most likely didn’t find 

himself with many interesting dream job prospects at the end of the exercise.   

 At the conclusion of the “Knowledge Inventory Exercise,” again I found myself doubting 

whether or not participants were completing the exercise thoughtfully and exhaustively, since 

there was no guarantee that they would productively use the time provided between sessions.  

Besides a possible lack of interest in fully completing the exercise, the fact that participants were 

not being graded on or compensated for their efforts, and that they probably had numerous other 

commitments to fulfill besides the workshop exercises, were likely contributors to this challenge.   

It may have also been difficult for some to appreciate the (time) cost:benefit, or more simply, the 

value of being thorough with this.  Had they been working through Bolles’ insights and exercises 

as part of a class, participants may have been more likely to put forward more effort.  

 Despite difficulties with the previous exercise, the “People Party Exercise” was very 

successful, probably for a number of reasons. First, to do the exercise participants merely had to 

consider the six personality types and characteristics presented to them, not come up with the 

descriptions themselves.  Second, participants readily recognized the tv shows that were 

associated with each personality type, which may have helped their overall understanding of the 

exercise. And third, the “Career Interests Game” provided participants with concrete career 

options based on their unique personality preferences. Unlike the “Knowledge Inventory 

Exercise,” where participants had to be creative in order to glean anything from their personal 
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preferences, the “Career Interests Game” did the dream job brainstorming for them.  

 The instant and unanimous appeal of the “Career Interest Game” among participants also 

got me thinking, ‘What if Bolles’ entire job-search and self-exploration process could be done 

online?’ By using a combination of educational animated videos (similar to the one that can be 

seen viewed by clicking the link HERE), online career games or questionnaires, and a blogging 

site where participants could articulate, store and share their discoveries, Bolles’ method could 

become much more attractive to young adults. Also, similar to an online academic course, the 

web-based version of What Color Is Your Parachute? would keep participants in electronic 

contact with a career coach, someone who would be familiar with Bolles’ approach and could 

help guide them along the way.          

 While leading participants through the “Working Conditions Exercise,” participants did 

not seem to struggle at all when it came to doing the exercise, but they seemed unsure of how to 

draw connections between their final list of desired working conditions and their job-search. 

Retrospectively, I wish I had taken the exploration one step further. The “People Party Exercise” 

offers a resource to connect the self-exploration work a participant does with possible career 

options (The Career Interests Game), but the “Working Conditions Exercise” does not. Had I 

asked participants to look at their list of desired conditions broadly and think about the general 

type of environment their preferences summarize, they most likely would have gotten even more 

out of the exercise. If they were asked to consider, “What sort of overall environment or specific 

company does your list of conditions seem to gravitate toward? (e.g., A large corporate office? A 

small non-profit? An entrepreneurial home-business?,” that might have led them to the kind of 

clarifying realization I got out of the exercise.      

 For me, the “Working Conditions Exercise,” as well as the “Knowledge Inventory 
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Exercise” and “People Party Exercise,” strongly pointed toward my dream job of becoming a 

professional actor. When I completed the exercise, I found that my ideal working conditions 

closely mirrored those of a theatre stage or film set. Among the top conditions most critical to 

my success were: opportunities to be creative (for instance, in terms of the character I could 

create for a play), work with other people (i.e., directors, designers, other actors), perform/speak 

in front of others (on stage or on camera), and encounter lots of new tasks/projects (e.g., new 

scripts or screenplays). Some of my favorite subject areas were performing, public speaking, 

literary drama, and international dialects/accents; all of which are useful subject areas to an actor. 

My Holland Code was “A, S, E:” artistic, social and enterprising. According to my summary, I 

like to work with people who have artistic abilities and can use their imagination to thrive in 

unstructured situations, who like to work with other people and who are skilled with words. 

Considering all of these results, it came as no surprise to me when “actor” was included on the 

list of career options produced by the “Career Interests Game!” 

The Third Workshop6 

Job Interview Tips (Document N) 

During the third workshop, I gave participants a break from the introspective exercises 

and focused on the third phase of Bolles’ interview skill-building approach: the actual job 

interview. The workshop consisted of a collection Bolles’ best job interview tips and preparation 

exercises.            

 I first presented to participants what Bolles calls the “Ten Commandment of Job 

Interviewing,” ten job-search/interview tips based on common mistakes job-seekers make 

                                                        
6 The PowerPoint slides for the third workshop can be seen in the appendix, Document T. 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(Bolles, pp. 114 and 139). In addition to these ten tips, I also provided participants with a list of 

common job interview questions and reserved time during the third workshop for them to think 

more deeply about their responses. By thinking about these questions ahead of time, participants 

were able to consider and/or craft more unique, specific responses than if they were attempting a 

spontaneous response with an employer. 

Lastly, to put participants’ anxieties about job interviewing into perspective, I shared 

another one of Bolles’ interesting insights. Though job-seekers may not realize it, employers are 

just as anxious in the interview room. Every year, millions of dollars are wasted on bad hiring 

decisions. Employers hire people who take too long to get trained, who take too many sick days 

or cut out of work early too often, who aren’t productive enough, etc. Under pressure not to 

make the same mistakes again, the employer is just as nervous during the interview as the job-

seeker. To calm their nerves, employers look for answers to a series of questions that they either 

ask directly or indirectly. Some of these direct questions, and their indirect subtext translations, 

are:  

• Why are you here? Translation: Why are you knocking on my door, rather than someone 

else’s door? 

• What can you do for us? Translation: If I were to hire you, would you be part of the 

problems I already have, or would you be a part of the solution to those problems? What 

are your skills that could benefit us, and how much do you know about the subject or field 

that we are in? 

• What kind of person are you? Translation: Will you fit in? Do you have the kind of 

personality that makes it easy for people to work with you, and do you share the values 

that we have at this place or might you be difficult within our culture? 
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• What distinguishes you from the nineteen or nine hundred other people who are applying 

for this job? Translation: Do you have better work habits than the others, do you show 

up earlier, stay later, work more thoroughly, work faster, maintain higher standards, go 

the extra mile, or…what? (Bolles, p. 123) 

I then paused for a few minutes to give participants time to think about how they might 

answer these kinds of questions, directly or indirectly. And finally, to conclude the third 

workshop, I provided participants with a list of important questions they should ask the employer 

during their interview. I reminded them that asking questions about the organization and/or 

position is an important part of the interview, as it demonstrates thoughtfulness, interest and 

curiosity, and job-seekers should always be sure to do so.  Likewise I also encouraged 

participants to develop an understanding about the organization prior to the interview.    

Third Workshop Thoughts and Reflections       

 The content of the third workshop was relatively straightforward and easily understood 

by participants. The only challenge I encountered with delivering the material was during the 

section on common job interview questions. While participants were able to answer many of the 

questions during the workshop, a few of them were impossible to respond to without having a 

specific job in mind to contextualize the question. For example, questions like “What do you 

know about this company?” or “Why are you applying for this job?” were difficult to answer if 

the participant didn’t already have a company or job in mind, which was the case for many of 

them. This is likely because of the participant group being college students without substantial 

job or workplace knowledge and/or experience.      

 That being said, if they had come to the third workshop having identified at least one 

organization or job that interested them, they would have been able to answer all of the questions 
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and therefore gotten the most out of the workshop. In future replications of this workshop, I 

would ask participants do to this homework in advance so that they could be able to better 

answer the list of questions with which I provided them.           

The Fourth Workshop7 

Personal Values Exercise (Document O)       

 At the beginning of the fourth workshop, with their favorite knowledge, people and 

physical work environments considered, participants were well on their way to narrowing down 

their job-search from the inside out. Instead of weeding through a sea of opportunities out in the 

real world, they were working internally to achieve specificity and clarity about their dream job. 

They were also developing a new vocabulary to use when talking about themselves, their 

interests, preferences and abilities.        

 The next introspective exercise in the workshop series would continue to challenge 

participants’ abilities to think deeply about who they were as people. This time, they were asked 

to think about what contribution they wanted to make in the world, how they wanted to change 

society or leave a legacy after they’re gone. To uncover what that contribution, change or legacy 

was, they completed the “Personal Values Exercise”(Bolles, pp. 224-230). “By going through 

this exercise,” I told participants, “you will be defining the abstract boundaries or ‘big picture’ of 

your dream job. We are at our happiest when we are doing work that strongly aligns with our 

personal values; doing work that helps us achieve our purpose in life. But before we set out to 

fulfill that purpose, we have to find out what it is. And that’s what we’re about to do.”  

 During the exercise, participants read and chose from a list of nine personal values. The 

nine values, as derived by Bolles, were: mind, body, sense, heart, will, spirit, entertainment, 

                                                        
7 The PowerPoint slides for the fourth workshop can be seen in the appendix, Document U. 
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earth, and things. Once participants read each value and its description, and thought about which 

ones they related to most strongly, they concluded the exercise by ranking the values according 

to which were most important to them.              

Beginning the Skills Inventory Exercise (Document P)     

 The final reflective exercise of the workshops was also the most extensive. Called the 

“Skills Inventory,” this exercise helped participants identify their strongest skills while 

simultaneously providing them with specific language and examples of when they used those 

skills (Bolles, pp. 230-245).            

 But, before introducing the exercise, during the fourth workshop I clearly defined for  

participants what I meant by the terms “skills” or “transferable skills.” “As defined by Bolles,” I 

explained, “skills are what allow people to perform the daily tasks of their job. Certain skills are 

best suited for particular tasks, performed at specific jobs that fall within the distinct field or 

industry that comprises a working career. That does not mean, however, that your particular 

skills have to limit the jobs or industries in which you work. Take for example, a film production 

company, which employs researchers, travel experts, interior designers, carpenters, painters, 

costume designers, graphic designers, singers, conductors, musicians, composers, sound 

recordists, stunt artists, animal trainers, talent coordinators, camera operators and 

cinematographers, film editors, directors, assistants, drivers, first aid technicians, actors, 

producers, accountants, secretaries, publicists and more. All of these people have very different 

skillsets, yet all of them are able to be a part of the movie business. The same goes for you: if 

making movies is what you’re really interested in doing, it is more than likely that your skills can 

be useful somewhere in the process” (Bolles, p. 225).       

 Bolles also differentiates and explains the term “skills” in another interesting way that I 
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thought was important to share with participants. Firstly, “skills” are not “traits.” A trait, such as 

“fast learner,” is a generic descriptive word or phrase whereas a skill, such as “absorbs and 

organizes information quickly,” is more specific. Secondly, all skills can be categorized into one 

of three domains: skills with data/information, people, or things. And within each of these 

domains, the level of skills ranges from simple to complex. For example, comparing data is a 

much simpler skill than synthesizing it; serving people is not as complex a skill as mentoring 

people; and physically handling things is not as intricate a skill as setting them up. The more 

complex our skills are, the more transferable they become across a wider span of jobs. And the 

more transferable skills we have, Bolles explains, the more focused our job-search becomes. For 

instance, there are a lot of jobs that require the skill of serving people but much fewer that call 

for mentoring skills.           

 But a focused job-search does not necessarily imply a limited job-search. As we acquire 

more transferable skills, job opportunities can actually increase. If we learn to synthesize data in 

addition to honing our mentoring skills, we become more marketable to potential employers and 

find ourselves presented with more opportunities. Better yet, Bolles says, it is less likely that 

others possess the same or as many transferable skills as we do, so as our growing list of 

transferable skills becomes more compelling to potential employers we also face less 

competition from other job-seekers! And the good news continues. Once we have a job thanks to 

our complex skills, we also have more freedom in our daily tasks (Bolles, p. 234).   

   The “Skills Inventory Exercise” that I took participants through not only helped them 

identify their transferable skills, but also gave them examples of when they used those skills and 

a better vocabulary for illustrating those instances. To complete the exercise participants had to 

write seven stories. It did not matter where the stories came from. They were encouraged to draw 
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on classroom experiences, personal life events, extracurricular activities, or anything else that 

came to mind. Each story had five parts: a goal, what they wanted to accomplish at the outset of 

the story; an obstacle, some type of constraint they faced; how they overcame the obstacle, a step 

by step description of what they did; a general description of the outcome; and, any quantifiable 

result. If they were having trouble coming up with a story, I prompted them to start by thinking 

of all the roles they play in their lives (friend, son, daughter, brother, sister, classmate, coworker, 

teammate, etc) and to try to recall a story for each role.      

 I then gave participants the remaining time in the fourth workshop to begin writing their 

stories. I also asked them to come back to the fifth workshop having finished all of their stories 

so we could progress with the exercise.                    

Fourth Workshop Thoughts and Reflections      

 Similar to the second workshop’s “Working Conditions Exercise,” I feel that the 

“Personal Values Exercise” also ended prematurely. The conclusion of the exercise did not 

explicitly ask participants to pull any deeper meaning from their ranked values other than which 

ones were most important to them. Instead, if I had encouraged participants to actively think 

about the type of organization or job associated with each value (e.g., jobs in academia satisfy 

the personal value of the mind or a career in a “green” organization aligns with the personal 

value of the earth), then perhaps the exercise would have been more useful to participants. Also, 

if they had been asked to summarize in their own words the values they chose, loosely basing 

their summaries off the given descriptions, the participants may have better internalized the 

alternative vocabulary they were inherently developing through workshop participation. 

 The portion of the fourth workshop that centered around participants’ skills consistently 

met with the same successes and obstacles. Participants seemed to find the definitions of “skills” 
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and “transferable skills” very helpful. The point that frequently resonated with them most 

strongly was that “skills” were not “traits.” The idea that how a person goes about doing 

something (a trait) is very different from what they actually do (a skill) seemed to be a new and 

enlightening distinction for many participants.       

 However, similar to the other introspective exercises, participants struggled to come up 

with seven stories to begin their skills inventory. And furthermore, those that did derive seven 

stories usually didn’t complete each story’s five segments with great detail. From what I 

observed, they did not use full sentences or write more than ten words per segment. Perhaps the 

depth and attention to detail I was expecting of participants was too great. Instead of requesting 

seven stories, perhaps three would have sufficed and been perceived as more achievable.  It is 

also possible that the participants were simply not motivated to recall more specific elements of 

the stories, or they weren’t capable of doing so. 

The Fifth Workshop8 

Completing the Skills Inventory Exercise (Document P, cont’d) 

Once participants finished writing their seven stories, the fifth workshop involved 

completion of the skills inventory. Looking back through each story, participants reviewed a list 

of skills that fell under the following umbrella categories: verbal communication, nonverbal 

communication, written communication, training/consulting, analyzing, researching, planning 

and organizing, counseling and serving, interpersonal relationships, leadership, managing, 

finances, administrating, and creating and innovating9.  If they used a particular skill in their first 

                                                        
8 The PowerPoint slides for the fifth workshop can been seen in the appendix, Document V. 
9 The inventory portion was actually taken from www.lifeworktransitions.com,  
companion website for Life Work Transitions.com:  Putting Your Spirit Online, by  
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story, such as “manage personnel, projects and time” under the managing category, they checked 

it off under the #1 column. In their second story, if they “set up and kept time schedules,” they 

would check off that skill in the #2 column of the planning and organizing category. At the end 

of the inventory they were left with a visual representation of their strongest skills. They could 

tell which skills were their strongest based on how many times they checked each of them off in 

the inventory.            

 To solidify their understanding of what those skills were, participants made a list of their 

top ten most transferable skills. These skills were either those that they used most frequently in 

their stories or those that they felt were among their strongest but were not adequately reflected 

in their stories or inventories. One participant, for example, felt that “listening carefully and 

attentively” was one of her strongest skills, but she only used it in one of her stories. I 

encouraged her to include it in her list of top ten transferable skills anyway because it was 

important to her.           

 After developing that list, participants moved into the final phase of the exercise, which 

sought to arm them with best possible vocabulary for talking about their skills. “When you claim 

a skill in a job interview,” I explained to them, “It is important to do so in a way that is specific 

to you and your abilities. The way that we make a skill more specific is by adding traits, or 

qualitative descriptions of how we carry out that skill, and a focus for the skill, (data, people or 

things). For instance, organizing people logically and systematically is a very different skill from 

organizing information quickly and intuitively. If you can tailor the description of your skill to 

what the employer is looking for, while still being honest about your own capabilities, you will 

better distinguish yourself from all the other applicants who only claim to be good at ‘organizing 

                                                                                                                                                                                   
Deborah L. Knox and Sandra S. Butzel. I chose to substitute that skills inventory for the one 
provided by Bolles because I felt it was a more extensive/exhaustive list of skills. 
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people’ or ‘organizing information.’”       

 Bearing the importance of traits in mind, participants asked themselves a series of 

questions, some of which were “How do I deal with time and promptness? How do I deal with 

people and emotions?” From a list of traits they then circled their responses to these general 

questions. The final step in the exercise was to write ten brief statements, pairing personally 

relevant traits with participants’ top ten transferable skills, also adding in whether the skill 

revolved around data, people or things, and a detail or two from the original skill story. 

Concluding the Reflected Best Self Portrait (Document J, cont’d)   

 In the days between the first and fifth workshops, every participant sent out an email to 

close friends, family, coworkers and others requesting feedback for examples of when they 

thought the participant was at his/her best. The email consisted of a feedback request template 

provided by Professors Spreitzer, Quinn and Dutton. Two weeks later, during the fifth workshop, 

we returned to the RBS Portrait exercise to analyze and organize the feedback participants had 

received. Filling out a table with columns for “Commonality/Theme,” “Examples Given” from 

feedback respondents, and “My Interpretation,” participants made the final steps toward 

composing a written RBS Portrait. Once they read through their organized feedback for key 

insights, identified common threads, and established themes, they wrote two or three paragraphs 

that illustrated what they looked like when they were at their best.         

Fifth Workshop Thoughts and Reflections      

 The goal at the conclusion of the “Skills Inventory Exercise” was to render participants 

capable of describing their strongest, most transferable skills with clarity and specificity, 

supported by real examples and interesting stories. In the feedback survey, several participants 

reported making such gains and said that the skills inventory was the most useful part of the 
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workshop series. One participant shared that she liked how the workshops “highlighted skills and 

not just traits.” “Thinking about skills vs. traits” and how this exercise helped “organize what 

you have to sell about yourself” were two additional positive comments from other participants. 

 After observing the level of detail that was lacking in participants’ stories at the end of 

the fourth workshop, I was concerned that the usefulness of the exercise would be adversely 

affected.  Surprisingly and fortunately, this turned out not to be an issue! While I can’t be totally 

sure, one possible explanation for why participants still got a lot out of the skills inventory is that 

doing the latter part of the exercise (the inventory) reminded them of details they had forgotten to 

include when initially writing their stories. For example, when a participant was passing over the 

“research” skill category and read “identify appropriate information sources,” that may have 

reminded him that he used that skill in one of his stories and inspired him to add that detail to 

what he had already written.          

 The lesson here is that perhaps a skills inventory is better done in reverse. If participants 

first go through an exhaustive list of skills and identify the ones they believe they possess, 

afterwards it might be easier to recall and write stories of times when they used those identified 

skills. Sometimes our brains need a jumpstart or source of inspiration to trigger a memory, and 

participants’ struggles with the beginning part of the exercise may have demonstrated that. 

 As for the RBS Portrait, unfortunately, I was only able to include it in the workshop 

series during the second and third segments of the workshops. Leading up to and during the first 

pilot series I was under considerable time constraints to assemble all of the materials, and I was 

unable to prepare and include the RBS Portrait exercise. That being said, after taking participants 

from the second and third workshop segments through this exercise along with the rest of Bolles’ 

exercises, all four of the individuals reported that the RBS Portrait was among the best/most 
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useful exercises in the workshop series for them. “I liked the RBS Portrait exercise the best!,” 

shared one participant, “It was extremely helpful in figuring out how I work.” Another 

participant said he also enjoyed assembling his RBS Portrait, that it helped with “learning more 

about myself and my skills, abilities and knowledge.”       

 Compared to teaching Bolles’ introspective exercises, it was much easier leading college 

student participants through the RBS Portrait exercise. Rather than feeling like I was “pulling 

teeth” to get participants to produce reflective results or derive personal insights, I was able to 

engage with participants over their feedback and guide them to enlightening conclusions about 

themselves. Throughout the workshops, I regularly saw participants toil over coming up with 

subject areas that interested them, work environments that motivated them, personal values that 

resonated with them and stories that exemplified skills they possessed. The RBS Portrait, 

however, called on other people to do all of that for them. Once participants had the information 

about their preferences and abilities in front of them, they were more than capable of making 

interpretations and drawing insights. A theme for the majority of, if not all, participants, was that 

the synthesis--not the analysis--of their personal information was getting in their way throughout 

the workshop series.         

 Another possible reason why participants were so willing to take in the positive feedback 

of others and run with it is because the information they received was highly validating. 

Participants probably could have reached similar conclusions about themselves without the 

feedback of the RBS Portrait, and some of them may have even previously thought of the 

examples their feedback ultimately mentioned, but they might not have trusted their intuitions or 

personal insights. They needed to hear from others what they already might have guessed about 

themselves. With Bolles’ exercises, there was no one on the outside saying “Yes, you enjoy X,” 
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or “No, you can’t work in a place that has Y,” so they were unsure about the conclusions they 

were drawing and therefore were less trustworthy of/committed to the exercises. If I had, from 

the onset and periodically, encouraged participants to be more open-minded and less judgmental 

of themselves throughout the exercises, that might have inspired them to trust in Bolles’ 

exercises as much as they did in the RBS Portrait. 

The Sixth Workshop10 

Additional Advice (Document Q) 

  To wrap up the workshop series, I summarized with the participants all the work we had 

done together. We narrowed down their job-search from the inside-out by considering what 

subject areas most interested them, the type of people and work environment that brought out the 

best in them, what their personal values were, and what their strongest skills were. We attempted 

to identify a variety of alternative career paths and, in doing such extensive self-reflection, 

developed a new vocabulary they could use to talk about themselves, their interests, preferences 

and abilities. The RBS Portrait greatly enhanced their self-understanding and was also helpful in 

revealing potential future jobs.         

 “However,” I then told participants, “I don’t expect you to know exactly what your dream 

job is at the end of this workshop series. Discovering the right job for you takes time, experience, 

and continued exploration of the opportunities that are out there. While I can’t help you with 

those first two, I can suggest a few ways to use and expand upon the internal work we’ve done as 

you go out to conduct an external job-search in the future.”     

 Per Bolles’ recommendation, my first suggestion was for participants to ask their friends 

                                                        
10 The PowerPoint slides for the sixth workshop can be seen in the appendix, Document W. 
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and family to look at their list of preferred subject areas and skills and name any career fields and 

jobs that come to mind. The more ideas they received from people, the more easily they could 

then spot trends, such as a particular industry or skill area (people, data or things), that people 

repeatedly recommended (Bolles, pp. 252-255).       

 I also suggested that participants continue to interview others for information as part of 

their external job-search. Doing so would expand their knowledge of jobs and companies that 

interest them. It would be important, though, to store that knowledge in an organized way. 

Making a note of the subject area around which the job revolves, the geographic region(s) where 

prospective companies are located, and noting the size of the organization and the skills most 

necessary for the job would help maintain the specificity and organization of their job-search. 

Organizing job descriptions in this way would also prevent being overwhelmed with too much 

information. For example, if participants learned about a job opportunity but found the company 

to be located in an undesirable geographic location, the job could be discarded from their list of 

possibilities. In the end, the more thoroughly and deliberately participants researched the external 

job market, organized that research, and compared it with the internal work completed through 

the workshop series, the more successful their job-search would be (Bolles, pp. 256-257).        

The Retrospective Pre-Test and Post-Test (Document F)     

 The last request of participants was for them to complete the retrospective pre-test and 

post-test. Between a mix of quantitative and qualitative survey results, I hoped to be able to 

measure the impact the workshops had on participants.              

Sixth Workshop Thoughts and Reflections       

 After thinking about the advice I gave to participants in the sixth workshop, I have come 

to an interesting realization. Bolles repeatedly makes suggestions such as “The more eyes you 
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have on your job-search, the better,” “Use the help of friends and family,” “Interview others for 

information,” etc. But all of his encouragement to use the help of others is in reference to the 

external job-search, rather than the internal self-exploration. Had he (and I) suggested that 

participants work with someone who knows them well while they went through all of the 

exercises, they probably would have been more successful at drawing out insights and 

brainstorming career ideas.   Doing so would also potentially create greater interest and 

accountability in being timely and thorough in this important work.    

 Although the term inherently implies it, I don’t believe “self-reflection” is a one-person 

job. In seeing participants struggle with Bolles’ exercises, it became clear to me that young adult 

college students, with limited career exposure, needed as many “eyes” on their internal job-

search as they did on their external job-search. They needed people to bounce ideas off of, to 

help them remember interests, preferences and skills, and to encourage them to include any 

possible career option during their exploration that might have interested them. Perhaps if I had 

advertised and designed the workshops to be an exploration process between two people who 

were close friends, related, or in a romantic relationship, the impact of Bolles’ insights and 

exercises on participants would have been much greater because participants would have had 

brainstorming partners to help guide them on their journey towards self-discovery.  This strategy 

might also meet social interests perhaps more common to young adult college student 

participants. 
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Retrospective Pre-Test and Post-Test Results 

Original Hypotheses 

In predicting how the workshops would impact participants, I formed four hypotheses: 

1) By participating in the workshops, participants would grow in their 

understanding of their interests, preferences, skills, and ultimately their dream 

job. 

2) As a result of taking part in the workshops, students would also gain a more 

sophisticated, personally-specific vocabulary for talking about themselves, 

their skills and their experiences. 

3) Prior to the workshops, participants’ knowledge of how to conduct a successful 

job-search and properly prepare for a job-interview would be rather basic. The 

workshops, however, would enlighten them on both subjects. 

4) Lastly, participants would leave the workshop series feeling more confident 

about and prepared for entering the working world after graduation. Even if 

they didn’t pinpoint their exact dream job, participants would ultimately have a 

clearer idea of what jobs they might pursue after college. 

Results11                 

 My first hypothesis was more strongly confirmed in some respects than others by the pre 

and post-test results.  Below are eight questions from the retrospective pre and post-tests with 

their respective, averaged results. The maize colored lines and portions of the arrows denote the 

average pre-test survey response to each question. The blue colored lines and portions of the 
                                                        
11 Again, when considering the results of the retrospective pre-test and post-test, please keep in 
mind that I was unable to collect enough participants to produce statistically significant data. 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arrows denote the average post-test survey response to each question.  

 Participants rated their understanding from “none” to “complete” in the following areas: 

1. How my interests and passions point(ed) towards my dream job 

                     None      Little             Moderate      Quite a bit          Complete 

 

 

 

2. How the skills I have learned in college translate(d) to skills I could use in the world of 
work             
          None      Little             Moderate      Quite a bit          Complete  
                     

 

 

3. What my dream job is (was)  

                     None      Little             Moderate      Quite a bit          Complete 

  

 

4. What work environments bring (brought) out the best in me  

         None      Little             Moderate      Quite a bit          Complete  
    

 

 

5. What kind of people I most like(d) to work with  

         None      Little             Moderate      Quite a bit          Complete  
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6. How I want(ed) to improve the world  

         None      Little             Moderate      Quite a bit          Complete  
      

 

In regards to my second hypothesis, survey results also confirmed the workshops had a 

positive effect. Before the workshops, when participants responded to the short answer question, 

“How would you have described yourself to a potential employer before the workshops?,” all ten 

of them provided simplistic, generic answers. Below are a few examples: 

• “I would say I was a student at U of M double majoring in Drama and Anthropology. I have 

good verbal, writing and people skills. I appreciate many fields of study.”   

• “I am a hardworking, dedicated worker who pays attention to small details in my work.” 

• “Hardworking, loyal, perseverant.”        

• “I am a senior with a concentration in statistics and an academic minor. I have many 

leadership experiences that gave me important skills which will help tremendously in my 

professional development.”          

After the workshops, however, when asked how they would describe themselves to potential 

employers in the future, seven out of ten participants provided more complex responses that were 

rich with specificity as to who they were as a unique individual. Below are four answers from the 

same four respective individuals quoted above:       

• “I've worked in ___ job before and this is how the skills I gained there in addition to my 

passions and knowledge would translate to a job here…”     

• “I am skilled at bringing people together as a team and understanding them. I like structure. I 

am very task-oriented.”         
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• “I enjoy working with diverse people and things. I enjoy organizing complex things into 

small steps and putting the steps in order.”       

• “While pursuing a Bachelor of Science in Statistics, I have built a strong foundation in 

quantitative skills. However, the most valuable experiences I had in college were my 

leadership experiences in various student organizations. From these experiences, I learned 

that I lead by ‘being in it’ with my team. I am committed to being with my team at every step 

of a project, making sure that everyone feels comfortable with each other. My dedication 

inspires my teammates to work harder towards over-delivering in every project.”  

Most of the participants demonstrated an increased understanding of how to best respond to 

an open-ended job-interview question like “Tell me about yourself” or “Describe yourself.”  

Their short responses demonstrated that they learned to deviate from or expand upon the skills 

and characteristics highlighted on their resumes and tell the employer something about 

themselves that they would not have learned without having an interview with them. Over the 

course of the workshops, participants also grew more confident in their ability to illustrate the 

skills they claim to possess with examples, as represented below: 

7. In a job interview, I have examples to support the skills I claim to possess.        

 Very unsure  Unsure  Neutral  Confident          Very Confident 

 

However, while participants reported notable (and in some cases, considerable) growth in self-

knowledge areas that had the potential to reveal their dream job to them, they did not describe an 

equal amount of growth when it came to knowing what their dream job actually was: 

8. I have the knowledge about myself that I need to pursue my dream job.          

Very unsure  Unsure  Neutral  Confident          Very Confident 
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Whereas other self-knowledge questions revealed 48% to as much as 80% improved 

understanding, participants stated that their insight into their dream job only grew by 24%.

 My hypothesis that college students have a lot to learn about job-searching techniques 

proved true, according to my survey results. The workshops and Bolles’ job-search tips also 

turned out to be an effective educational tool for improving participants’ understanding of what a 

successful job-search looks like. Before the workshops, they had “moderate” understanding of 

the most successful ways to search for a job. Afterwards, the workshops increased their 

understanding of job-searching techniques by 80%: 

9. The most successful ways to search for a job 

         None      Little             Moderate      Quite a bit          Complete  

 

 

10. I know how to use all of the job search techniques available to me.  

 Very unsure  Unsure  Neutral  Confident          Very Confident 

 

When it came to my job-interview hypothesis, my prediction was also correct. Before the 

workshops, participants had “little” to “moderate” understanding of how much time was 

necessary to properly prepare for a job interview. Afterwards, once they had learned the 

importance of doing one’s homework on the organization before the interview as well as the 

many ways a job-seeker can prepare answers to interview questions ahead of time, their 

understanding grew by 80% to an average of “quite a bit” to “complete:” 
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8. The amount of preparation necessary to interview for a job well  

        None      Little             Moderate      Quite a bit          Complete  
  

 

Lastly,  according to the survey results, the workshops did indeed have a positive effect on 

participants’ feelings towards their futures in the working world. Participants reported that before 

the workshops, they felt: 

• “Unsure about where to start.”         

• “Very unprepared. Just kind of ready to work on little things but not on anything 

fulfilling.” 

• “Like I was one of many who could do any particular job and the only thing that really 

set me apart was my education.”        

• “Confident in my abilities and talents and skills but lacked the knowledge of how to fit 

them all together.”          

• “Not prepared or didn’t know what to expect.”      

• “Ambiguous. It honestly scared me.”        

• “Very insecure. I felt like I didn’t really know what I was doing. I knew I wanted a job, 

but I didn't know what job and how to even get one.”     

• “Frightened.”           

• “Very unsure, I didn't know where to start.”          

     Upon finishing the workshops, though, participants’ feelings towards entering the world 

of work improved. Their respective post-test responses to the same question were: 

• “Like I may be able to find a job.” 
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• “A lot more confident about how to conduct an interview and what exactly to say about 

myself.” 

• “I feel that I have specific skills that lend themselves to certain job opportunities where I 

would feel most productive.” 

• “I feel more secure in combining all the interests and skills I've acquired over the years 

into a profession that suits me.” 

• “More prepared and ready unlike before.” 

• “More confident in knowing what I want and a better understanding of how to effectively 

market myself. Basically, the program affirmed everything I already knew career-wise. 

Sometimes, all you need is affirmation in order to move forward.” 

• “It is not as tough. If I put in enough effort I can find the right job.” 

• “Much better! Although I am unsure about my direction or dream job, I feel like I have a 

better understanding of the environment and people that I like to work with. So that 

narrows things down. I also feel more confident about talking about my skills.” 

• “Still a little frightened, but more confident in myself and my abilities.” 

• “Feel much better about entering workforce.” 

Discussion          

 Although it was puzzling to me at first that participants reported developing more 

understanding of their individual areas of self-knowledge (e.g., the people they like to work 

with) than what their dream job might be, I can think of several explanations as to why that 

might be. Not all of the exercises form a direct connection between the area of self-knowledge 

and a related career field or job. The University of Missouri-Columbia’s career center website 

does so in relation to the “People Party Exercise,” but at the conclusion of other exercises Bolles 
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leaves it up to the participant to draw greater meaning from what they have learned about 

themselves. It is difficult to “connect the dots” between abstract self-discoveries and concrete job 

possibilities. Another reason why participants’ understanding of their dream job only slightly 

increased, I believe, is that the process of finding one’s dream job is an ongoing process. My 

initial goal was for participants to gain at least some kind of clarity into their future career, and 

that goal was met. Yes, it would have been ideal if participants had reported dream job 

epiphanies, but that was not the case. After the workshops, my best hope was that participants 

would continue to build on what they learned about themselves during the workshops and one 

day find their dream job.         

 In regards to my second hypothesis and set of results, I was hoping participants would 

describe themselves in more unique, illustrative ways after the workshops, and I was pleased to 

see such results. I was particularly impressed with the fourth participant’s post-test response. To 

me, it is the epitome of growth in self-discovery and description. Although I never read her final 

RBS Portrait, I could tell she was drawing directly from it to answer the post-test short answer 

question.           

 The results pertaining to my third hypothesis revealed that the workshops covering job-

search techniques and job interview preparation had the biggest impact on participants. While I 

was hoping that participants would have learned as much, if not more, about themselves (their 

interests, preferences, and abilities) as they did about how to conduct a successful job-search, the 

results indicate otherwise. Although it is disappointing, it is not surprising, considering how 

much difficulty participants encountered with the self-reflective exercises. In the future, my 

suggestion to other young adults reading Bolles’ book would be to do so with the help of a close 

friend or family member, someone who knows them well. By working through his exercises and 
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insights with a partner, the individual will have someone to brainstorm with and off of whom to 

bounce ideas. This “extra set of eyes,” I believe, will make a world of difference in their 

Parachute experience, as it will allow them to make richer self-discoveries and draw out a 

greater number of insights.         

 Despite the fact that participants generally did not seem to make the most of the 

workshops, according to the survey results they were still able to walk away from the experience 

having gained at least a little more confidence about entering the working world, as my fourth 

hypothesis predicted. The workshops may have fallen short of providing them with total self-

understanding and dream-job clarity, but they did give them the tools and foundational 

understanding they needed to get started with their job-search. 

Conclusion 

While the insights and exercises from Richard Bolles’ best-selling job-search book What 

Color Is Your Parachute? have all the potential to lead college students to their dream jobs, they 

will not do so if the students are unwilling to devote the necessary time, effort and discipline. 

True self-understanding only materializes when people fully invest and trust in the process of 

exploration, as participants did with the RBS Portrait.      

 Personally, I heavily invested in the process of conducting this honors thesis and 

ultimately learned a great deal about myself. Whether I was encountering recruitment challenges 

or facing difficulties with participants during the reflective exercises, I discovered that in the face 

of adversity a person’s best tools are persistence, patience and flexibility.    

 My repeated struggles with advertising the workshops and inability to gather an ideal 

number of participants could have diminished my enthusiasm for the entire project. But I 

continued to operate at the same high level of dedication throughout the school year by telling 
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myself to make the most of what I was given. My thought was, ‘If I am only able to work with 

these six (or two) people during this workshop series, then that means these six (or two) people 

can receive my utmost attention and guidance.’ To maintain my passion for the project, I focused 

on the fact that working with smaller groups of participants would allow me to provide them 

with more personalized, individual coaching than if I were working with a larger group.  

 While delivering the workshops, I also came to understand that patience is a virtue 

(especially when it comes to teaching). Even though I only worked with ten participants, I 

observed a great deal of variation regarding individuals’ learning styles and self-reflection 

capabilities. I became adept at noticing when participants’ eyes would glaze over during an 

exercise or the discussion of a new concept, and responded accordingly. In those moments, I 

repeated what I was saying (with the same and/or different words), slowed things down, gave 

participants hints and offered suggestions. My patience was tested often, but in a good way; 

without it, I would not have been nearly as successful in working with participants. 

 Very much related to the newfound levels of persistence and patience I reached during 

the workshops is a kind of flexibility that I gained that will serve me well in the future. When 

participants couldn’t attend a workshop (which only happened in the pilot summer series), I met 

with them outside of the planned schedule to catch them up. When participants weren’t fully 

prepared to move forward with an exercise, I gave them additional time during the workshop or 

helped them individually to work with what they had. Lastly, when participants were very 

uncomfortable with an exercise (as they were with the “Interviewing for Fun” activity), I altered 

it to put them at ease without compromising its goal. While Bolles might argue that “being 

flexible” more closely resembles a “trait,” after conducting these workshops I would also argue it 

is a “skill!”           
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 I came to these new self-understandings because I fully invested in Bolles’ exercises and 

totally committed myself to teaching them to others as best I could.  My ultimate goal in 

conducting this honors thesis was to have a positive impact on my peers at the University of 

Michigan, and I believe I achieved that.        

 I took ten people who were lost among the cluttered and disheveled shelves of the job 

market department store and gave them the tools they needed to measure themselves internally. 

They determined what they were most passionate about, gauged the type of people and work 

environments that brought out their best work, calculated how they wanted their job to impact 

the world, and assessed their experiences to identify their strongest skills. They also received the 

feedback of their closest friends and family during the Reflected Best Self Portrait and learned 

how to successfully search for jobs and prepare for job interviews. By completing all of these 

exercises, they evaluated themselves internally much more thoroughly than someone just 

measuring for their shirt size; which means they came one giant step closer to finding the job that 

fits them like a glove. For most of them, that job is still unknown, buried beneath a pile of long 

sleeve opportunities or wedged behind a wrack of mismatched possibilities. But it’s there, 

waiting for them, and participants know that. How soon they find it is up to them and whether or 

not they continue to “measure” themselves with the help of others in the future.  
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